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qualified users, in jobs where NIT com-
Bipetence is commonly required. About 30Behavioral Sciences percent of all jobs are affected somehow

by NIT.
t Direct recruitment of NIT special-

ists from the educational system has
NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES AND TECHNI- actually decreased in recent years to
CAL EDUCATION: THE EXPERIENCE OF SWEDEN, about 33 percent of total recruitment.
FRANCE, AND WEST GERMANY About 60 percent of the NIT specialists

come from other occupations through
b? 4 lard .. . -nw 'te adult retraining programs; these are the

0 ."r hc~oay in "double-qualification" specialists. Ita tr '',ZKe .ast fo 9:e is unlikely that the secondary school

c Zf '. e'e (Zrh' .'so.n /ranch programs can fully qualify persons as
oco': c' se t eptember NIT specialists, but they must provide a

r -,r t, where e level of education that prepares stu-
fe~sd>r of .daat; and P21ychko1- dents for industrially based further

training in specialties at the techni-
cian level and for higher education at
the level of electronics and computer

The advance of science and technol- engineering. However, the output of
ogy is critical for national economic engineers leveled off in Sweden after
health. New developments in this advance 1975 due to fewer students taking sci-
have major impact on labor markets ence in secondary school. The increas-
through their demands for new kinds of ing demand for engineers and the high
knowledge and skill from trained person- salaries available have so far not -
nel. But the educational systems of increased student interest in science,
most Western countries are relatively which is considered by many of them too
autonomous, and thus slow to respond to difficult a subject. There is concern
Fuch demands for change. How are these also that the level of science and math-
educational systems responding to the ematics education available in secondary
rapid development of new information schools is insufficient to provide many
technologies (NIT) in recent years? How strong candidates for advanced NIT- _
cin they be better adapted to meet the related programs.
demands of this development? Several adaptive measures have been

These questions motivated a survey taken. In 1975, courses in programming
of the experiences of three major indus- and computer hardware first appeared in
trial countries in Europe that face this secondary schools. Engineering produc-
problem. The survey was conducted for tion planning and economics were also
the Organization for Strategic Labor introduced. Computer science was intro-
Market Research in The Hague, The duced as a secondary school option in
Netherlands. A report in English is now 1980. Computer literacy courses became
available, authored by Jallade (1984) , a mandatory part of social science and
based on the detailed country reports of science education in the compulsory cur-
Grnewald (19P4) for West Germany, riculum in 1982. A minimum of 2 hours
Bertrand (29P4) for France, and Mvrberg per week must be devoted to NIT-related
(1984) for Sweden. instruction as of 1983. About 66 percent

of compulsory secondary schools in
Sweden 1983-84 had an average of 7.3 computers

The Swedish educational system is each. BASIC is the most common program-
based on the comprehensive school at the ming language being taught. Teacher
upper secondary level that integrates training in NIT is now top priority.
:ocational, technical, and general edu- About 5000 teachers per year will
cational programs. Up to 1975, however, receive basic instruction in NIT. At
the main providers of NIT competence least one teacher per school will have
were industrially based training pro- advanced training so that every school
qrams. Although an increasing number of can have at least one NIT specialist.
students are choosing vocational or
technical programs in secondary school France
(74 percent in 1983) , only a few of the In France, there are several routes
50 specializations available are NIT- through the public education system that
related. The NIT-related programs are lead to one of three levels of technical
unable to keep up with the demand for competence: the qualified worker, re-
trained persons. It is estimated that quiring 10 or 11 years of education, and
about i percent of the labor force (of sometimes an apprenticeship; the technz-
about 4 million) can be considered NIT clan, requiring completion of the
sp-cialists and 7 percent can be called secondary education technical stream;
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all "e . . ', requiring 2 Most observers doubt that serious
c) s t - s t .ndar" study in short- NIT training can take place without corn-

ch,,r rd,:cat a institutions. pled secondary education as a prre(-"
,r j-_s, w a network of 121 cen- guisite. Thus, special NIT programs

i<du it vocatiana,1 trai n- should focus on higher levels; ros t tra-
urs, ,ir" incrpasingly at ditional training is only at the quali-

. n .. hioher I-echnician fied worker level. The proper duration
.An .: .l law- .nacted in 1972 and content of NIT-training programs is

.,i , p- "Jdd f' srcla' tr<,ining also a controversial issue. Labor market
I,,:- I r. r n. r'.:. H,)weve-, only a demand presses the creation of short

n. . r rion tr~e.st- <pp tn ities are operational courses aimed at providing
n:e n rnLt: with NIT sr, ali i(,s imirdiatelv marketable skills. The risk

NIT personro are di' i;, d into two is that skills so trained become obso-
2" ',qories in vS .,.* < lists And lete as NIT continues to develop.
professional users. Specialists are fur- Placing practical training in industry
thor divided into (essen- and theory in the public educational
tiallv software specialists) and o.- system is not a solution; in NIT, theory,. -.. (essontial. hardware spe- and practice are closely and dynamically

cialist.i). Estimatfs vary, but one count interconnected. There is also not con-
suggest- there were 200,000 "'swnrr"0t:- sensus on what the fundamentals of NIT

in 1983. Counting all specialists are that should be taught. Alternative
and pro ffssional users, there were school-based and work-based training is
80-,()O. This is 3.6 percent of the thouqht to be a partial solution, at
labor force. In another, nonprofession- least.
I, user category, it is expected that NIT-related learning for general
I million clerical jobs, for example, education is also controversial. Resist-
will be affected by NIT. It is also ance to change is strong in this sector
expocted that the line between special- in France, given that mass retraining of
ists and nonprofessional users will teachers and redesign of curricula would
shift in the coming years, as special- be required. Since 1982, 200 new posi-
ists become more highly specialized and tions per year for NIT teachers have
previously complex procedures are made been created in the public schools.
simplfr for nonprofessional users. Also, teachers from math, physics, and

France is attempting to increase mechanics are being retrained. Part-time
he but-t of graduates in existing edu- teachers from industry are also being
' ional programs and also to create new recruited; about 30 percent of teaching

degree programs. in 1982, a 3-year plan time in NIT courses will be filled with
wis irs'ituted to increase the flow of such teachers. Plans call for 100,000
NIT-t rained engineers b 50 percent and microcomputers to be operational inni4ne'- technicians by 15 percent. There schools by 1988. There were between
w ;1 ,w start, but numbers are now 12,000 and 20,000 in mid-1984. But
iscredsing at these higher educational 600,000 would be needed to ensure that
.... .ls. Increases at the lower levels each student has 20 minutes of daily

'f i,,'hnjcian. and r.ualifird user, how- contact with a microcomputer.
ever, ire still very slow and small. New Other serious problems remain.
Sroqrirrs i nc lude two degre programs in There is lack of student interest in
:lectrnic. and threfo in informatics. technical education at upper secondary
Adult rftraininrc in; also being pushe.?d. levels; students continue to prefer more
Be"ond thes_ rduational programs, two genera] educational programs. The com-
,theirs deserve special note. In one, missions responsible for defining cur-
NIT consu!ting firm-, some of which are riculu. content have been slow moving
the. biggest in Flur)pe, are deoting and bound too much to traditional disci-

-' 3.5 percent o' total turnover to plines. Teichers' lobbies have resisted
r owr. rrso:niel training. The.s- are change, while fiahting to get the best

I.' ra 1or prrducers of double-qualifica- of NTT, instead of looking toward
'us p-spcieists. In the other program, adapting the school curriculum to NIT.

:,)inP it. 1983, university graduates Finally, the French system is highly
:. NfT-rriitod fields can fulfill their centralized; curriculum reform tradi-

'ra.l scr: ir'n reguir enent by voluri- t iona 1 1 y is top-down and there fore slow
. ,hir of NIT skills to young to be implemented. This sort of system

r,.r ,i', pe rsonr . The program first makes local experiments and initiat i'e

;, , l11 training to the trainers; largely impossible.
'' '',ac'h in one of 10 training
' 'r or p.riods of 3 t) 9 months. In West Germany

end, ',.bir 5Oi 3, the,r, were 10,000 un- In the West German view, NIT is not
,prr,,ons being trained in NIT by likely by itself to determine the con-
-i i, fijirr, r iri this program, tent of jobs and a new structure- of
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skills. The spread of NIT in industry the educational authorities in West Ger-
is left to private firms. Thus, fore- many are reluctant to push new training
casts of NIT-related labor-force needs programs for NIT specialists; they are
are of little value; they should not be cautious about over-reacting to the
targets for education and training poli- estimates, they believe double-qualifi-
cy. Opinion is divided as to the impli- cation persons are more useful than pure
cations of NIT for education. Some specialists, and they place more faith
emphasize the importance for future NIT in labor-market adjustments than in
of developing abstract, theoretical state interventions.
thinking abilities, a job best done by The secondary schools are still far
basic general education, not vocational behind in meeting the needs for teaching
or technical training proorams. Others informatics as a subject on its own,
urge that NIT knowledge development can- using NIT in the teaching of other sub-
not be divorced from training closely jects, and introducing NIT into such
linked to industry operations. subjects as ergonomics. Equipment avail-

The estimates of labor-force ef- able to public schools is still limited
fects of NIT that have been made indi- and varies significantly across the sv-
cate that 3 percent of all jobs include eral German states (Lander) . A series
a major NIT component now. The inIflu- of pilot experiments in NIT for voca-
ence of NIT will soon be felt in af- tional training is planned for the
least 7 percent of all jobs. Over the 1984-87 period.
next l(, to 1- years, more than 35 per-
cent of all jobs will be af5ected. Overview of Policy Issues
Another study suggests that 12 rercwnt This section summarizes some gener-
of jobs requiring formal vocational al policy issues, using material provid-
Irainino will be affected hy NIT, and ed in the basic reports as well as that
that about 33 percent o: the cont,>t of indicated in the abstracts above. The
these training programs will need tr Le issues can be enumerated as follows:
revised.

Germany already has a dual system 1. Technical and vocational educa-
that cnmbines vocational school training tional systems have been generally
with work experience and firm-based unable to keep up with the demand for
+raining. Put the system does not work NIT skills and knowledge, and should not
as well in practic- as its plan on be axpected to do so, at least in the
niper. The rapid change accompanying next decade or so. In-company and on-

fiT torces firm-based training toward 4 ho -job training, and recurrent educa-
:vtrrow )',,er-specialized skills. Many ion for working adults have filled part
firmq are too small and too specialized , the gap between soaring demand and
,, the dual system, so training centers lagging supply and should continue to do
'cncpo , lo groups of firms may need to be so. In the long view, this condition

,t 1 hlishd. Vocational schools are now may be advantageous. Many NIT concepts
v.'tinq a f ir-t .sic 'ear to general have not yet reached consolidation or

rdiinq to and ,i' rature specializa- consensus. Out-of-school training pro-
, n n a u" t ion. But in the NIT grams can respond quickly to changes in
r iirn, firT-lai-d training is adapting demand. The inertia of the public

r' .d , thin in vocational school school system allows time to sort out
rinxrq, s" the gap in the dual system and elaborate a more fundamental doc-
S'.m:.c,,nvg. trine for NIT training and its long-term

1, ,,ther countries, firm-based consequences beyond immediate labor
' i : :i has up to now been the main market needs.
pl,"i2'r , f NIT skills, bridging between 2. It is difficult if not impossi-

;,d'ri:'irket demands and the lag of the ble at present to reach a comprehensive
,'Ii' itinl system. There is now also statistical picture of NIT-related occu-
n-h .re,ia , t training and retraining pations. Adequate data are scarce and
,f adults, n;,onsored by, chambers of com- difficult to come by. Job and level

mp-rce, professional associations, and classifications differ across countries.
so,- t e'hnical schools. The higher tech- There is widespread scepticism about the
nical chnols Vi en ) are not feasibility and usefulness of making
yt involved but plans exist to open detailed forecasts for the various
this avenue. The popular universities categories of NIT personnel. Nonethe-
V." rn-.: .- a,) are heavily involved, less, a generally applicable classifica-

It is critically important that the tion of NIT personnel should be helpful
higiher tr-hnical schools implement plans for planning purposes and for thinkina
for advanced NIT training. It is esti- about alternative kinds of education and
mated that the number of data processing training programs. Table I reproduces
specialist jobs (131,000 in 1980) is the classification system proposed by"
increasing by 8 percent per year. But Jallade (1984).
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Table 1

NIT Occupations and Modes of Training (from Jallade, 1984)

1 SPECIALISTS

designers of University trauninQ it) NIT
. s s tSemns ) PIlus applied out of ,( Oi oul

HvT es de[igners oft (In compainy trining InF Olt.
is 'designers of specific f_1d iag'iulture

applicatlions health indusTry etc"

NIT teachers University iraining in NIT

Mddle level specialists short cycle higher education plus In company
training

Mantenance and se~vicing Technical vocational education at upper -secondary
pwr-i snel level pls in-company training

2.PROFESSIONAL APPLIERS

I ,il ,str University training in one field plus
NIT training through recurrent education

C)ff(, work or in-company training

3 NIT USERS ON THE JOB

Iritistry Technical education alternance traming
and in company training

S-Vr s Technical education alternance training
and recurrent education

4 NIT USERS OFF THE JOB NIT training aimed at computers hlteracy in
compulsory and post compulsory general education
and i adult education

3. At present, the number of higTh- this, since high NIT skill and long
, ", -. ,is small and, contrary formal schooling become naturally cor-

to popular belief, future needs are not related, and both draw higher wages in
like1.' to be large. The exception to the market place. A sociological side
this is the substantial need for spe- is also apparent; the more prestigious
cialist teachers at other levels in the and socially selective levels of educa-
training system. f ro ' ef'onav 7 pp..e rs tion are the first to incorporate fash-
are in large numbers now and will be in ionable kinds of training. There is
much larger numbers in the future. This also a psychological aspect; NIT train-
is the present category for double-qual- ing may indeed require a higher level or
ification persons. As double-qualifica- more specialized kinds of abstract rea-
tion needs increase, these will have soning and logical thinking abilities • -

impcrtant implications for change in the than many traditional occupations. Tech-
nature of training in the qualification nology seems to increase distinctions;
diis,ipline that has not been tradition- thus, NIT training may drive a wedge
ally NIT-related. For the two NIT user between the "haves" and the "have nots,"
categories shown in Table 1, a compre- increasing apparent individual and group
h,-.tisive training strategy involving the differences. The educational strategy
onti re oducational system is needed to needs to be carefully geared to counter
deal with the very large needs and num- this trend in the population as a whole.
hfrs involved. 5. There appears to be a minimum

4. NIT training more easily level of general education required for
"invraiT(s" the upper degrees and levels NIT training, which of course varies
of education than the lower. It also with the level and kind of specializa-
r -iiir-s a higher level of education for tion targeted. NIT training is reinforc-
,it ry than many traditional training ing existing trends in all three roun-
-ir.as. There is an economic side to tries toward upgraiing the educational
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attainments of the work force. There increasing role in specifying standards
also appears to be a trend toward rare to be met by educational computers and
general rather than more specialized NIT software. The studont-flow problem in
trainn. Although in Sweden and France NIT, related science and mathematics,
t he re is clear separation between an1"d other traditional f jelds suggests
school-based and firm-based training, that major curriculum revisions are
an~rd thus between generalI and speci fic needed and that student-flow planning
training, in Germany the dual system is and counspling need careful, continuing
%:e l established and appears to have attention.
distinct ad-antages in defining and cor- 9. Innovation and experiment tend
relating the important features of each, to occur more easi ly in decefntralized
The incorporation of NTT into general educationmal systeor.. Pi lot experiments
education may also contribufn a base ot are an extremely important part of the
transferable intellectual Akills tat. adaptation process. Consultative comnis-
he'lps break down t rad it ional1 d isr pi - 6ions are alsK an essential link between
nary divisions. NIT tra ininq r'Av then t hn needs and interests of education,
become part of the minimum 1 evo c f qpn- i ndustry, and government concerning NIT.
nral educat ion provided an everyone. nr F ~Vt s to improve the functioni ng of

the other hand, NIT requireq Ujqridsnq irvcont ion ind cansultation mechanisms
of secondary science and mi l-huma t ia asn br inc luded in any, strat my aimed
st reams at a t ime when students a 1 read. t Kpt ing technical education to NIT.
perceivu t hnse streams to be ton d-mrd
ing arnd thus too risky. A key peel on Ff-r~ 'avs
is to adapt science, mathematics, and Bert r-ay 0 -,."y , Frnz e t
N&IT secondary educat ion to ensuru ada- gs es ve 7 'nirt n
;nato qua lity and guantity. of students Fpi & (Paris: Centre
for higher education in this realm. d'itudes do Recherches sur les Quali-

r,. For the training of double- .:i (at ions, 1984) .
ruaIi fi cat ion persons, there is a ten- Grdnewald, U., 71. 20j4 : ~ N§' ~ i
E- on betwee-n the view that broadening ? ,: n;: " ' ! - aTr r T
exishing curricula to incorporate NIT (Berlin: Hnndes Institut fdr Berufs-
c-urses is the besct route and the view bi ldLung, I 9841.
chit new riciilized departments and Us] lade, I-P., TrO . a-

-- o intialinn are needed. The first 2 -a4

view .10 ks cavi islation of NIT and vno!:--
t"-curaqe commrun~icat ion and d issemi- -c7wr' (The Hague: Orqa-

ran "t Ns\IT a dn intrumpnz through- nization for Strategic Labor Market
nuf"h--Ccomy Th second emphasizes Remyrc" 1984).

ht ". r r r ne w sd k 1 and knowledge M.yrberg, M., Neu'- r'

dw 10mw : unrsnl idat1ion. The reoi jlcp and-< lekinlr " 21 A -o

is so , "f -'rur ', mi be when and where Vov: The -rato c Kc is . '<c (Stock-
in ' wh~, qip -1t both are ulti- holm: National Board of Education,

baui n dd 7"-:dish and German 1984).
r1Fer~ s ' emphasize the first
-iow; fhp i r-h report emphasizes the

- mtrsbutionof adult anid 'if
-I;r - -k"Wat i rnt T t ra ining i s

-n ily np~~ar. Short courses will-
ieavs h'- no-d-d to fill t raining gaps

-1:. i: ;1 training in also given at THE EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY SOCIETY:
1' !701S ir the school system. Also, NOTES ON AUDITORY PE~rEPTION WORKING

tb riim of adults will always re- MEMORY, AND CIRCADIAN RHYTHM
pnir i nwork of out-of-school pro-

R. Th-e are at least three major
ip1' "" tatier problems in adapting edu-

-Y t rf \fT. Trai ned teachers are The Experimental Psychology Society
-1 1' ,1r hort supply everywhere. is a small, unique group, cuntored in

74 llqy i i'A just one of training Britain but independent of the Brnitish
t". r, n r'-orroming riqiditins in Psychological Society. The Experimental

0;icy oi mliatjo-P and civil service Psychology Society's membership includes
pay Analey fhat nrnuidr negative inran- about 75 British-based researchers, with

"e* F ,u i t- and software are about 4S more scattered throughout West-
.01' )f *' 'wran l- quality. In Pr0 Europe, the Middl East, North Amen-

n c-aurmn' not ably. Sweden, educa- ica , and Australia; among these are 1 4
L- na I aut her it i Ps are playing an in Canada anid 14 in the ITS. The snu~iety
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p u 1 ishe1s 14 dB at inte.r ndiati. t no levels, ,,he-re
itwo sections neither popu lcot icn o f fibers tuned tc,

and V ~f~v -. the signal fresueric can code intensity.
-1, ',2 Th resltssupprtthe hypothesis that

It alIso holds humans use multiple sourceo of informa-
thr'o- *'' :ur scc tific meetings per tion in intensity judOment and suggest a
.1ea1r, SM1 smtin C i 1 t1 y with other new model of departures from Weher's Law
tz ios such 1- the British Phy.siological and of breakdown in auditory recocnition

oi ' r P Dutc.. or. thle Italian at high intensity levels.
~xp ~~ntl sooloiss.The current Patterson presented a new model of

pr. <dent is Ifl. ian Badldelex, director periodicity detection, in which a spiral
th iical ioesoarch Council-Applied processinq mechanism. is assumed in the

Ps~e. K: ,Cambridcle; correspond- initial stages of the auditory systom to
r-q r(! the soci,', and it S extract periodicity information from the

sh m oull d he addressed to stream of neural impulses. Perirheral
Dr. R.G.M. Morris, processing of periodic sounds is envi-

idIV awl;t! , rni vrrs it y ()t ronmentally significant for animals and
".:- rs s , Fif e, KY16 for7 humans; thf- detection mechanism must

qthus be passive and fast . The spiral
r t r (clec'( n trecent emeei n g , hypothesis fits th11i.- s r-Ui roeme n t o nd

he: IA vu ra s.D t , o f London on 3 also has constraints that fit the tact
1, 1 tr- cA 2 provides a good that some combinations of musical notes

X 0 t: ta* :;ty of wo()r k it sound better together than others, i.e.,
tsir.* Pa t tracts t-he program, our harmonic scales. The log spiral

uf tht, range of topics (base 2) provides a goodl model and a
r,c )ert. The present convenient conversion from a te-mporal to,

fri nV> ,ittew findjnqs discus~s- a spatial pattern for the stream of
1 ~ ~ -t~ ir :rL _,At two head in:s- neural pulses.

r itIwo rk iny memory, Edworthy repo[-rted two cxperiments
~r, in rtlat ion to indicating that me chanisms previously

.;~itic tin performance. shown to) he involved in processing and
storage of verbal material in working

-:'~tim dWorking :Memory memory are similarly involved when the
idtt.presente d b1 ' Carl yon, materiail is auditor', nonverbal. The work

1tfter, a -,_ Lawr,r f- hv su qges.:;t some relates to Baddeley's (1983) model of
mr c*CI fos co new resla rch. The workingq memor-' , h ich posits several sub-

u~5re-ported by S lob)Loda and by systems,, onc of whi ch is an articulatory
I'I Ad rci r iustiriq ireipl ications. ioop that serves primarily as an input

;,0(:,n to Canl-, on, the smallest store in speech perception but which can
("Ii;f n t he irtonsity of a faint also be used by a person as an active

th' h uma ns can C etect is about memory store by means of subvocal re-
1H are this decrease-,s gradually with hea rsal1; there is also the- hypothesis

* .retrngleyi .Such findings repre- that a separate "inner ear" mechanism is
Vet a ~tetla c viation from Weber's involved in auditory imagery. The first

r tun', eve up to 9P (il SPL. EdworthN" experiment investigated recog-
I 11 1,' '1 e'ti dIt(PF S ugges.t S that nition memory for melodic sequences

* ~: it': rf- cor .mw' auditory ne-rve using the Baddeley paradigm; articula-
'r oa siortal fre(-uuenc,. he- tory suppression, homophone judgments,

a-1,1( t Acut 60) dli , PL. The or visual symbol matching were the
F hoit icr casl be resolved alternative secondary tasks. The second
ns is t hait h uma nsF a re abL)Ie experime nt used pitch discrimination as
rtlesources of intenrsity the primary task, with the same second-

iii-Vh as a sf--end , small ary tasks. Recognition performance was
* tfcefiber:7 s-peciali7ed disrupted by both articulatory suppres-

<" d:; to, cnnvey intensity n-ion and homophone judgment, implying
* .it **arivo. f-Lo conducteod that both the articulatory loop and the

r-. -a F, u c-tre in t en s ity "inei irr ear" of working memory were
- cr Lief signals- when involved. Pitch discrimination was dis-

. or'e~' prtorm-ition aire ruptod only by simultarneous homophone
.2 :. r-iuae Icier; greater than -judgment, implying that the "inner ear"

- . ~ rr Itt i on a r is ing( I rom but not the artiCUlatory loop was
i i o frve-1 i mpulses(-. N() i se i nvolved(. In short, the, Badde icy model

LF n fes i ortmat ion f rom~ seems to fit atudi tory nonverbal process-
-'v rrr, th( t;inal fr'- ing as well as auditory verbal process-

W n , ind only whert, ths ingJ.
'r, a; t Ti ire bothU bL r-1d, Canlphe I Iepor ted the' cas ofa

fec' re I imerx to mmaximized a t- u i ve r st i ty:ttident w i h normalI speech
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F Iqure6. A laser processing diagram for 0.6 wt percent plain carbon steel with
grain size 15 im (from Li, 1984).

,order tc. avoid melting and to achieve their stability. Al, V, Ti, and Nb--
0h highest surface hardness and the when present in small amounts--react to
leepest penetration of the surface form nitrides and carbides which promote
treatment, the energy input/unit area grain size refinement in steel by pro-
should not exceed about 100 MJ/m 2 . ducing grain size pinning dispersions of

Though it has not yet been done, precipitates. The thermal stability of
thesc diagrams could be extended to these precipitates will affect both the
include qlazing and surface alloying recrystallised arain size following hot
(where melting does occur). The signifi- working and the grain size in a weld HAZ
caiice of this work is that it illus- subsequent to welding. Since it is de-
Srats that with careful attention to sirable to keep the grain size as fine

,-he( fundarmental principles of thermodv- as possible in order to increase
:,.mics and kinetics it is possible to strength and resistance to brittle frac-
accurately model a very complex process. ture, the thermal stability of these
Th,;, models are very useful in finding particles and the mechanisms by which
tt, upfimum chemical composition and the they coarsen and dissolve must be known.
aser prn cessinq conditions to achieve TiN is the most stable of the precipi-

th .,+ired surface properties (hardness tates and thus produces the most welda-
Ir'd rf,;dua I stress). ble currently available microalloyed

steel. Therefore, these steels have
S jIt of Precipitates in Microalloy- been the subject of a great deal of

, interest. When several of these alloy-
tr n ,as many research pro- ing elements are present, there are
it are, relev'ant to the, develop- synergistic effects that are not very
ct' Is with improved properties, well characterized.

. Iii, w lda:itv . Jan Strid (1984) Strid's research was aimed at
1 : r ir, sr ss ion electron micro- understand ing the behavior of these

-]- .! s:anning transmission precipitates in ternary alloys (for
- i .' r ros-ope-based microanalyses example Ti-V-steel His ma:n conclu-

.i! y ' , t ie 5(cie dispersions and sions include:
11 r it 1rnV )f carhides and nit rides in

- e,. i di f f r r-it Ti- and Nb-microaI .- 1. The addition ot extra nitride
, ',,n Variour; thermal ' reat rents fi(rmers to a Ti microalloyed steel such

I., t ltrpi the effec t s i V, Nb, or Al -(sults in an increase
It I Z, 'IT",! n e sit on n in the pe c i pif at size,. Al has the
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Laser Hardening of Steel Surface
The develolment and application of 3 THERMAL $ISS ,

>tsers for materials processes such as -T ERATU E-ST1ESS STRAIN
cu ttf'ing, welding, drilling, and surface 6 WAT FOMMICH. WORK

treatment has reached the staqe of com- /
n-,IcIalization. Surface transformation /
hardening cf steels represents an excel- I 4.-
:er t method in which the surface of a 1/-/
.stkeel cumponent cn be selectively /

'r isted with(out affecting the bulk of "/\
, material. Lasers are used to heat

the surface without melting (transfor- PHASE CHANGE
:"t ion hardening and annealing) ; -o melt

ht. sur face: (glazing, alLoying, clad-
.:ng, qain refinement) ; or to vaporize Figure 4. Coupling diagram (from Li,

ci r face, which can induce shock 1984)
:iardenn ;.

WenLin Li, under Easterling's su-
: r'ision, has developed the differen-tial ec:uatlons for heat flow which
defin, the temperature distribution at
the surface and in the interior of a
material which is scanned with a laser
beam. These equations are combined with 0.3 C:
ut ions for martensite formation to 0.2 1.0 ,. 2.0 2.0 . 2j

predict the microstructure and hardness
profi'es resulting from the laser hard- DISTANCE FROM
ening. "I SURFACE mm

By increasing the hardness of a W
surface, the wear resistance is usually U '

increased. However, often the residual 0
stresses produced in the surface by the W
hardeninq treatment also improves the
fatigue life. Li has developed a sinmple
model for rf-sidual stresscs by coupling

,mperatiire, phase t rans formations, and
stresses. Fiqure 4 illustrates the prin-
oipies of this cou[)Iing. The coupl ing
ptths I through 6 express the influence
o on parameter on th, other. For
,,xarl- ri, path I describes the influence Figure 5. Calculated stress distribu-
of *he thermal cy'. on the martensite tion for different carbon contents (from
tranfo rmation, wnri> path 2 describes Li, 1984).

he, fffe' of the volume change which
e urs durinq the formation of martens-

ito oi the, surface stresses and strains. laser-processing diagrams (or maps)
F Igr I illustrates the residual have also been developed using an ap-

trcesses, after a specified laser hard- proach similar to that previously de-
,,ring treatment, in steels with differ- scribed for welding. These diagrams
-nt carhon contents. The surface con- allow one to select the optimum pro-
tains the maximum compressive (negative) cessing parameters (heat input, beam
stresses and these increase with carbon diameter, and beam scanning velocity)
cr)tt Trt, but the depth of the residual that will give a maximum surface hard-
:;tress is similar for all three steels. ness without melting. Figure 6 presents
Increasing carbon promotes the formation a laser processing diagram for a hypo-
-f a larger volume fraction of martens- eutectoid plain carbon steel (0.6 per-
ite, which causes an increase in the cent C) . The boundary for melting as a
residual stresses, but since the thermal function of energy input/unit area is
eycle is the same for all three steels, shown as are the hardness contours (Hv)
the residual stresses disappear at the as a function of distance from the sur-
,sare distance below the, ;urface. This face for a given energy input. The hard-
model predicts the correct (rder of ness decreases with distance away from
,-i-n ftudo for the rsi deal stresses the beam both on the surface and through

.,ml a dist ril,ution cf the residua] the, thickness. The starting hardness of
Sress .s which oqrei; with experimental the steel prior to surface treatmnt was

11 , .v 720. The -diagram indicates that in
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for precipitate dissolution and coarsen-
inq, grain growth, and martensite PEAK TEMPERATURE 'C
transformation to predict the micro- 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
structural informat ion shown in Fig- 10 1000 1100 1 1 4 10
ure 2. The solid lines represent lines
ot constant austenite grain size (70, E

E
200, and 30 urn). The circled point on 102 14 19 2.11 10
the solid 200 linc was the calibration 10 16 3 5 1

point found in the PAZ. The shaded grey 70 364

req ion def i.ras the recion where the NbC 1 7 2

p~recipitate-s will dissolve (no dissolu- 107 3 136' 1
t ion to the left and complete dissolu- -1-

ron to the right OI the shaded area). .97 . .-.. -

Ihe volume fraction martensite is 1 27 Z- " 1o1 Z

cilculated from kinetic equations which - - C-
describe the transformation of austenite1
to pearlite, bainite, and, if the . . .

c o, n c rate i i fast enciugh (At small 14 17 2 4 1 0
enough) , martensite. Whether or not NbMicroalloyed

martensite forms is a function of At, Thc P/ate NoPreheat I NLC LUz

the austenite grain size, and the 10L2  I I0-3

composition or the austenite (evaluatcd 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800

usinq the carbon equivalent developed by PEAK TEMPERATURE K
th Internat irna I Institute of Weldixv:
ror assessinq cold cracking susceptibil- Figure 2. An HAZ diagram for Nb-micro-
its). For exampie, using Ficure 2 it is at

alloyed steel; thick plate welding con-
possibIe tu prt-dict (for these thick dition, no preheat; experimental data
plate welding conditions) the austenite from both bead-on-plate and simulated
<:rain size (nny of the mechanical/frac- welds. The full lines are contours of
tore proprties of the m~torial are a constant austenite grain size, the

osun-ion of the in size) as a fone- broken lines show the volume fraction of
tin of -ait (nr:)fput and lration martensite, and the shaded region shows
. the- HAZ (t Addition- the extent of dissolution of the carbide

ardnes it i ' LoSsihloo h. c iot th particles (from Ion, 1984).h,1 ln e ss at !"f b , , r i ('u r 1 i', ), i, s jrtr

the HAZ by u: rug Pi r' . ,f mixture
ecuatir'ns in1 tih- t i(( t. rstruc-
tures, whil ,rnd on th, a'hog tnr r

Letwor a0C -' I. an;' mposi-
tion. Fir - ,r 1),:;, rits a Q r:p risan
hetw~e or t. 'rpr,dict eo n.i actia1 hard- PEAK TEMP K

,ss profilf-s .ird iustf.e tf Grain sies 0 1800 1000 0{0U0
ais a f-.i: tanr anit nc frem the weld - L
flsli ,n lire f,'r- a Nh-microalloyed steel A HA.Z.
(2-lAW weld. ThS 'hoded area agHin rApre- Z Z E

sents the region of NbC dissolution 0Pt w
(note the correlation between NbC ZPaen o N0 Plate

,dissolut ion and the onset of grain size 0 Pl
increase, consistent with the concept < A

thati I h NhC particles inhibit austenite
grain growth, once they dissolve grain 04 a.
growtn becomes very rapid). :a

These diagrams provide a means of 0 •
assessinq the effects of welding in , Weld 3
terms of the chemical composition, the 1 2 3
gi'rmetry of the weld, and the welding

paramste:rs. The models are semiempiri- DEPTH mm
c.l in that some of them must be cali-
brated with a single experimental point, Figure 3. HAZ profile for a GNAW weld
Lot they are Vised on sound thermodynam- on Nb-microalloyed steel. The full line
ic and kinetic principles and, as such, shows the austenite grain size, the bro-
reprr-nt a big step forward in under- ken line shows the hardness, and the
s;tanding an( describing the effects of shaded region marks the dissolution

wlding )n metallic materials. (For fur- range of NbC precipitates. Experimental
ther derails see Ion, Easterling, and measurements are indicated (from Ion,
Ashby, 1984.) 1984).
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becomes more dense). With the first ap- ments. These equations, once calibra-
plication of pressure, the particles ted, are used to predict the thermal
interact elastically, and then as the cycle of all regions of the weldment
pressure increases they deform by plas- with the assistance of a microcomputer.
tic deformation. The deformation increas- Figure 1 presents a comparison of the
es the contact area among the particles, thermal history predicted by these equa-
thus reducing the contact force per unit tions with experimental data at a spe-
area on the particles. Therefore, evun- cific location in the HAZ of submerged-
tuallv th. applied pressure will not be arc (SAW) and gas-metal-arc (GMAW)
sufficient to cause further plastic de- welds.
formation. At this point the densifica- They then derive expressions (from
tion process must continue by more time- theoretical principles) for the kinetics
dependent mechanisms such as power-law of grain growth, precipitate coarsening,
creep and diffusion to the void surface. and dissolution and the phase transfer-
Each of the various densification mecha- mations in the HAZ during cooling.
nisms depends on the particle size and Usinq the predicted microstructures and ,.
the external variables of temperature a rule of mixtures, they predict the
and pressure. B'y developing mathemati- hardness of each position in the HAZ for
cal models based on the controlling a range of energy inputs. Figure 2
physical mechanism (such as grain bound- presents an HAZ diagram for a thick
.-ry diffusion, bulk diffusion, surface plate of Nb-microalloyed steel.
diffusion, and plastic flow), and plot- Moving from high to low temperature
ting them in various ways (fixed pres- is essentially the same as traversing
sure with density and temperature as away from the fusion line into the HAZ.
parameters, fixed temperature with den- The peak temperatures and At (the cool-
sity and pressure as parameters, and ing time between 800 0C and 500 0 C, the
fixed density with pressure and tempera- critical temperature range for the
tUre as parameters), it is possible to transformation of austenite) are deter-
identify the mechanism controlling the mined from the heat flow equations used
densification process for a given mate- to produce Figure 1. This information
rial as a function of density, pressure, is then used in the kinetic equations
and temperature.

Maps for tool steel, nickel-base
s{uperalloys, alumina, and ice have been
de-eloped. With these maps it is possi- 2000 , a
ble to select the optimum conditions of Tp=1348
particle size, temperature, and pressure At=179"
to produce the most dense product in the
shortest possible time. ," 800

Welding Maps 1000 ' 500.. .
Easterling and J.C. Ion have com-

pleted a stud, in which mathematical
models for the heat flow in the heat
affected zone (HAZ) have been used to
drevelop predictive methods for estima- 10 20 30 40
tinc, grain growth, precipitation, and
the HAZ hardness which result from the 2000 b
thermal cycle during fusion welding. T 1613
These maps are developed by using a set
of heat flow equations originally devel- M:..5s
oped by D. Rosenthal, but modified by E 8.C'C

lot. The Rosenthal equations only 0) 1000 ,
describe heat flow in the HAZ. Ton has -----
modified theso, eauations to predict such
things as wtld penetration and weld geo-
metry, hut his equations must be experi-
mentally calibrated to a particular set 0
of weldinj conditions, because a charac- 0 1 2 3

tl_,ri7ation of the entire welding process Time s
would require as many as 28 parameters.
The effects of changes in the shielding Figure 1. Comparison of -,al cycles
gas, flux, and convection currents in measured from (a) SAW weld and (b) GMAW
the weld pool were considered to corn- weld (full lines) together with the
plex to model; these are taken into con- predictions (broken lines). (From Ion,
siderat ion in the calibration experi- 1984.)
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The department is exceptionally Dual Phase Steels
well equipped; it has three electron Dr. E. Navara has studied the mech-
microscopes (including the latest JEOL anism of austenite formation during the
2000 EX STEM and a scanning electron intercritical (dual-phase) annealing
microscope equipped with a LINK particle step in the production of dual phase
analyzer and a 200-kg force deformation C-Mn steels. He appears to have made an -J
stage (for -Zt: deformation and frac- important finding for steels containing
ture studies); x-ray diffraction equip- greater than 1.5 percent Mn. The harden-
ment (including a new high-temperature, ability of the austenite in the dual-
2000'C, x-ray diffractometer); a large phase mixture is greatly enhanced. This
hot isostatic press (20000 C, 200-MPa finding is expected to broaden the mar-
pressure and maximum specimen size of ket for dual phase steels from sheet

12 150-mm diameter by 300-mm tall); all products to include plate and, perhaps,
types of welding equipment (except forgings. This is possible because the
electron beam); a weld simulator that most stable austenite for these high-Mn
can be connected to a programmable steels is an ausftenite enriched with Mn.
servo-hydraulic mechanical testing Even though pearlite colonies transform
machine; and two high-energy, con- to a Mn-lean, C-rich austenite first,
tinuous wave CO 2  lasers (3 kW and this austenite dissolves, acting as a
0.5 kW). source of carbon for the Mn-enriched

No expense was spared when this austenite. The nucleation of this
department was set up, and--perhaps be- Mn-enriched austenite occurs heterogene-
cause of its remote location--the uni- ously, and it grows by absorbina C and
versity seems to have remained in favor Mn by volume and grain boundary diffu-
with Swedish education agencies. About sion. This mechanism is active through-
half of the research in Easterling's out the temperature range investigated,
department is supported by the universi- 680'C to 775 0 C, but the partitioning of
tv, with the remaining half coming from Mn to the austenite is very temperature
the Swedish Board for Technical Develop- dependent: 680 0 C, 2.8 percent Mn; 7001C,
ment and industry. Lulea University of 2.4 percent Mn; and 725'C, 2.0 percent
Technology is the youngest among Swe- Mn for a steel containing 1.5 percent
den's five technical universities. Mn. The higher the Mn content of the
Founded in 1971, it now has 1200 under- austenite, the lower the critical cool-
graduate engineering students and a ing rate to form martensite; thus theU strong postgraduate program. lower intercritical annealing tempera-

The rest of this article reviews tures will produce the most hardenable
The Materials Engineering Department's material, but the annealing time re-
main research programs and a few of the quired to allow the partition of Mn is
most recent results, quite long.

Navara's work not only clarifies

Structural Ceramics the role of Mn in dual phase steel but
Dr. Harold Herbertson is investi- also indicates that if the Mn content isDr.n tharol erbersson snineti- kept above 1.5 percent and the intercri-

tical annealing temperature is kept low,
syalon (Si3N,, with additions of A120 3  sections as thick as 10 to 15 mm will
and Y 20 3) with and without hot isostatic transform to the desired microstructure
pressing (HIP). These materials are in dual phase steels (ferrite and mar-

used for cutting tools, bearings, and tensite) with air cooling.
other applications where high strength
at elevated temperatures is required. Hot Isostatic Pressing Maps
Herbertson is attempting to identify the The concept of deformation maps (a
various phase transformations that occur map defining the mechanisms of deforma-
in those materials during liquid phase tion as a function of the loading condi-
sintering. He is using HIP and will be tions--strain, strain rate, temperature,
using the high temperature x-ray dif- state of stress, etc.) was introduced by
fractometer for these studies. He feels M. Ashby (University of Cambridge, Cam-
that by HIP he can reduce the required bridge, UK) several years ago. Since
amount of the liquid phase from 10 per- then this idea has evolved to include
c,-nt to 1 percent. The amount and fracture maps for fatigue, creep, and
structure of the liquid phase material other fracture modes. Easterling in
upon solidification controls the proper- collaboration with Ashby has developed
ties of the final product. HIP maps for several materials. As a

The program is just beginning, and porous material undergoes densification
they wish to hire for I year a visiting by pressure and sintering, the mecha-
s:iontist familiar with the mechanisms nisms controlling the rate of densifica-
ot liquid phase sintering. tion change with time (as the material
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-i consorrtlum led by Standard Telecom- British Robotic Systems Ltd., STL, Mar-
! i.icati,; laboratories Ltd. (STL) , the coni Command and Control Systems Ltd. ,
:,.earch and development center of the Plymouth Polytechnic, Bristol Universi-

tndard Telephones and Cables company. ty, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, and
Liaating with STL on the AID pro- the Royal Signals and Radar Establish-

el are Data Logic Ltd., British Tele- ment.
Research Laboratories, and the Uni- Speech Interfacing and Phonetic Algo-

.'rsit itus of Heriot-Watt, Strathclyde, rithmsand E.sex. rtm
Usinq techniqe fA project on speech interfacing and
Using techniques from computer sci- phonetic algorithms is to be carried outenc.(u, artificial intelligence, and cog- --

ritive psychology, the AID pwill by a consortium led by General Electric
project Co. (UK) , with Plessey Ltd.; Imperial

improve man-machine interfaces by ena- College, London; University College,
* hug them to adapt to individual users.
"Help systems" provide valuable assist- London; and Leeds University.

ar ce to users, but the increasingly com- Speech interfaces now operate with

p1,x tacilities made possible by ad- single-speaker, limited-vocabulary in-
vanced tchnology require more sophis- puts, and the output is of poor quality.

* toteduse suport Th AIDproect The interfaces are not based on funda-i(-ated user support. The AID pro_4ect metlsec knwdg adar ap

, *ill develop methods of adjusting -the mental speech knowledge and are ap-
,'stem o provide a closer match to the proaching the limit of their growth.

sm p ofde ta cuser. mThs adapt-This project is concerned with thesme.diite needs of the user. This adapt- radical speech work essential to suc-

interface would allow everyone from cessful commercial development of unre-
the no.ic,- to the expert to use products str
1n the wa': which suits them best. Such icted speech recognition and highly
pro.]u'-ts will have a competitive edge intelligible natural-speech output.
because tht-e will be able to serve a
widor range of customers.

The gol of the project is to pro- f/,0/31
duue tried And tested techniques applied
t -o-ilmercial products such as office
systems. ___""

Object Iderti fication From 2D Images Material Sciences
A consortium of four industries,

three academic institutions, and the
Ministry of Dpfe2nce will be carrying out LULEA UNIVERSITY--A HOT SPOT FOR MATERI-
a 3-year research program on image ALS RESEARCH IN THE FROZEN NORTH
analysis and interpretation aimed at the
problem of automatically finding and by X ,i-U; 7. Ck,77 n ,. n. ( so - -

identifying objects in images of corn - t;., jo, ,.p f /or ,'ater.-
rlicated scenes. These images can be oZ7,': 'oie-c7 ', [uropc ,s! "c ,'JidZe --1
from sources such as photographs, tele- ust "or tbv ffio of Noat:' uI c: , S
vision, thermal scanners, and x-rays. ondon " ?,(,C f .kHCYc *'r on 7 oav

Research over the first year will r t 7 ,Aot t'15i r- 'he :,aNa? f.tqgradz-
iay the foundations for the first soft- ato 'o" 1, flzC?'o kc-Is Aeso te iro-
war- demonstration. In the second year ]',2z-rr o " Paft!raZc.
a number of demonstration projects will
1,- developed to show how the techniques The Materials Engineering Depart-
(,,n be used in applicatinns such as ment of Lulea University of Technology
' rt handling, assembly o)f printed cir- is at the forefront of research in cer-
cuit boards, traffic monitoring, and tain areas of materials sciences just
,,hicle re.cognition. In the third year 11 years after its founding.

further development and integration will Established in 1973 by Professor
provide diemonstrat ion software with a Kenneth Easter ing, the department is
u ,-h orfater capability to deal with best known for its research on the -
rr,., problems. P()ssible applications in physical metallurgy of welding and the
thfe industrial, medical, civil, social, development of mathematical models of
,rd icf,,nse fields include robot automa- the welding process. This work is per-
t1orn of flexible manufacturing systems, haps the best of its kind anywhere.

arolgram analysis for the measurement Although less noteworthy, there are
of heart function, traffic flow analy- research programs on high-performance
- is, and iutomatic surveillance for ceramics, advanced polymers, laser pro-
s,-curity and defense. (essing of materials, hot isostatic

Th,, numbers of the consortium are forming, property-microstructure corre-
Brit in h Aerospace Dynamics (Sowerby lations for wood, and some very elegant
P,.aearch Centre and Hatfield Division), work in electron microscopy.
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knowledge engineering and expert-system proach is universal in the se nse that
construction. However, it is not a typi- the collection of rules can be adapted
cal F:'z expert system, but rather to any specific application in question.
one that is fully rational in the mathe- For example, the approach (although it
matical sense; all knowledge in the sys- was originally devised for and used with
tem is exactly 1+ r 'cJ and strictly sequential stored-program machines) can
valid, based on previously developed and be extended to computational models cor-
tested algorithms, responding to the new fifth-generation

Bauer elucidated his philosophy in hardware architectures. Bauer confident-
the following manner. The tern, "con- 1v states that this approach of scien-
struction" has, in engineering circles, tific programming methodology ,olucidates
a special connotation: it refers to the the process, uncovers inherent difficul-
building of an engineering product. But ties, eliminates uncertainties and
in software engineering the term should random decisions, and leads to reliable
be taken as a challenging provocation as software.
opposed to tinkering. In fact, "con-
struction" has a more humanistic meaning Research Results
in geometry: in the spirit of Euclid, The major results of the CIP group
Descartes, and other 17th century sci- are discussed below.
ontists, the term is indicative of the As noted earlier, central to
role rational reasoning should play in Bauer's research was the development of
"natural philosophy." For a variety of a "wide spectrum language," now called
reasons (for example, because with CIP-L. The expressive facilities of this
modern technology, software will often must range from descriptive, nonalgo-
he frozen into hardware), bugs in soft- rithmic definitions to machine-oriented
ware are rapidly becoming intolerable, formulations. Since the methodical aim
Thus, one would expect that rational of the CIP project was to carry out
reasoning plays a top role in the every program-development step by valid
program-production process. Unfortunate- transformation rules, the design of
ly, reality is different: "Programs are CIP-L had to be coupled with the estab-
concccted in moonshine distilleries," lishment of suitable transformation
-ays Bauer. "The humdrum day of a pro- rules. This approach led, in a natural
araminer is full of alchemy." manner, to a method which defines the

The time has come for programming language relative to a kernel language
to turn into a safe process of program by axiomatically given--that is, defini-
-(instruction. This means that it must be t( ]--transformation rules.
organized as a sequence of steps of So far, the essential foundations
rational reasoning. Starting from an lor a language that enables program con-
elaborate formal problem specification struction by transformation have been
using elements of predicate logic, set firmly laid by work that included inves-
theory, and appropriate algebraic struc- tigations on abstract data types and on
tures, the applirci ion of formal rules strictly algebraic descriptions of pro-
leads to alqorithr'ic versions and final- gramming languages. The work on semantic
ly to programs oriented toward the relations in nondeterministic program-
instruction repertoire of specific ming languages, on data-flow concepts,
m.3chines. and on parallel programs has been also

A genuine program-construction pro- successfully carried out. Now, the wide-
cess needs strict formalization through- spectrum CIP-L language is given by an
out. It is a central element of Bauer's abstract syntax based on abstract data
program that all versions of a software types, and it allows several "concrete"
development (including specifications) dialects. Conceptually, CIP-L is divided
can be conveniently represented by one into the strictly applicative kernel and
programming language which comprises the a hierarchy of extensions which are
complete spectrum of descriptive, appli- reducible to the kernel via definitional
cative, and procedural styles. For it to transformations.
be maximally effective and sufficiently Recently, work has been also com-
general, this language must encompass a pleted on a pilot system for program
certain form of nondeterminism which manipulation and transformation. This
makes the development process transpar- system, called CIP-S, operates on the
ent and flexible, and it is to be inter- abstract CIP-L languaqe. The prerequi-
preted by some model of the underlying sites are now available for developing,
abstract data types. At this point, a under computer assistance, a formally
proqram-transformation methodology be- checked transformation system from its
comes essential: the use of formally specification to a level that allows an
proved transformation rules guarantees immediate transition into an efficiently
the correctness of the interpretation. executable (and even portable) sublan-
In addition, the transformational ap- guage of PASCAL.
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Summary complicated, structured abstract dynami-
The development of polymeric hydro- cal physical systems--have a distin-

gels by British scientists in Glasgow guished place in the academic establish-
and London has led to the formation of a ment of West Germany. Along with large-
company to manufacture and license them scale central government research insti-
for use as controlled-release systems. tutes, many specialized university de-
The hydroels can be used for stabiliza- partments contribute work that is often
tion and delivery of drugs in treating pioneering. (Interestingly, unlike in US
human and animal diseases and in agri- and most UK universities, information
culture for delivery of pesticides and sciences are not organizationally lumped
insecticides. The hydrogels can be together with departments of computer
tailored to give sophisticated release sciences.)
rates of the incorporated drug over Among the oldest and most respected
periods of hours to years. There are a university centers in information sci-
number of possible uses in military ences is the Institut fir Mathematik und
medicine for which these polymers should Informatik at the Technische Universit~t
be explored. Miinchen (TUM). One of the first "big"

mainframe computers in Europe was built
References in this institute, using thousands of
Akkapeddi, B.D., et al., in Contro7led electron tubes. (Even though the compu-

.'rZease Pf /iologicazlzy Active ter has been moved from its original
ogiyts, ed. A.C. Tanquary and R.E. location--which currently serves as the

Lacey (London: Plenum Press, 1974), director's office--it is still on dis-
165. play on a corridor, presumably waiting

Ciba-Geigy AG, British Patent 1,511,563 for transfer to the Deutsches Museum.)
(1978). And it was in this institute that one of

Davis, B.K., Procedings of the NationaZ the first high-level computer languages,
, -d em of .-cience, 71 (1974) , 3120. ALGOL, was devised by the director, Pro-

Graham, N.B., personal communication fessor F.L. Bauer, who, perhaps signifi-
during visit, 1984. cantly, switched to information sciences

Hosaka, S., H. Ozawa, and H. Tanazawa, after a successful career in theoretical
Jcurn, o' Applied .olnymer Science, elementary particle physics.
23 (1979), 2089. While ESN has reported on various

Peppas, N.A., "Contact Lenses as Biomed- aspects of computer-program development,
ical Polymers," in Extended-Wear Con- I learned from casual discussions (with

Stac ,',Prsez for Aphatia and Myopia, physicists, for that matter!) that TUM
ed. J. Hartstein (Saint Louis: C.V. is doing something very unusual and
Mosby Co., 1982). exciting--both in the philosophy of the

" Song, S.Z., et al., Journal of Pharca- approach and in the promise of cost-
_'ci6nce, 70 (1981), 2160. efficiency as well as reliability. Since

Wood, D.A., Internat-onaZ Journal of both high reliability and cost savings
Thar, azo~c5y, 7 (1980), 1. are priorities for the US Navy, I

decided to visit Bauer's institute. It
turned out to be a profitable trip.

First I discussed with Bauer the
principal thrust of his special work
group within the institute. This group,
which calls itself Programmiermethodik

Gruppe or CIP (short for Computer-Aided,
Intuition-Guided Programming), has more
than 20 scientists. The group has beenComputer Sciences supported for the last 12 years by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the
German counterpart of the US National

ALGEBRA, TRANSFORMATION THEORY, AND Science Foundation, through its
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING PEPLACE ALCHEMY AT special-focus program, Programmietece-
MUNICH'S TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY nip. The participants in the program

are with the TUM, the Computing Center
by .27z7  rry p. .-oman in thI? e ,'aiPon of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, the
o n t %. :.r' n 'n Fr-pe and the Faculty of Information Sciences at the

,f -al Military University of Munich, and the
Leah 'j o ndon 'r' Znc. ffa " . He a Institute for Reactor safety.

- n o. .tiunen t, :tn< .'eptemhrr ~.
Theoretical Framework

Information sciences, interpreted Bauer explained that program
in a very broad sense--including also construction methodology as viewed in
rvhprnetjcs and the study of certain his group is essentially a branch of
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The crysta i ne-rubbery hvdrogeLs Biodegradable drug delivery systems
are mad, -rem a Iiquid nix which is present a rather different range of
pouured or forced into molds. This is requirements from most of the hydrogel
:; miar t o "reaction in-ection mclding." devices discussed above (Wood, 1980).

rhus, blocks, slaLs, sh,2ets, cylinders, Biodegradable systems are those designed
hollow cylinders, and indeed virtually to be implanted or injected and which
any shape can be molded. In addition, after a given period of time deqrade to
subsenuent to polymerizatier, the mate- soluble products that are taken up and
rials can be sliced or powdered. Thu excreted by the body. The hydroge!s
ability to slice is pirticularly impor- mentioned above do not break down and
tant as the release rate is critically must be physically removed if implanted
dept.ndent on the thickness in such under the skin or in the vagina. How-
shapes as slabs. As an example, a 4-mm- ever, if given orally or inserted rec-
thick slab device containing a drug of tally, they are easily passed via the
molecular weight 350 and diffusion bowel. Research is continuing both in " ,
coefficient of 2.5x]0 - 6 cm2 S- I in pure Graham's laboratory and in a number of
water would be expected to release the other places to develop suitable biode-
contained drug over a 24-hour period. gradable hydrogels. Indeed, some have
This means that almost any drug can be been found and have been tested for
formulated in these crystalline-rubbery delivery of contraceptive steroids in
hydroqels to deliver on a once-per-day third-world countries. Some have the
basis. In addition, if reasonably potential of controlling fertility for
constant dIelivery is also desired, this as long as 2 years.
can be programmed by the design and It appears that the research on
polymer composition of these materials. hydrogels may lead tc truly programmed

Another unusual feature of these delivery as opposed to essentially con-
polymers is their ability to stabilize stant delivery from monolithic devices.
otherwise unstable materials such as It now seems that it will be possible to
prostaglandins. Working with M.P. Embrey provide delayed drug delivery under cir-
of the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, cumstances that require an increasing
UK, Graham has shown that prosta- blood level of a therapeutic agent at a
glandin E2 when incorporated into a particular time of day--e.g., 5:00 to
specific dried down crystalline-rubbery 6:00 a.m. One need of military medicine
poly(ethylene oxide) hydrogel is stable could be met if a system could be
for at least 1 year at 4'C and provides developed that would release its drug
for the first time the possibility of a ... the detection of a triggering
stable, distributable pharmaceutical ..jnal. Such a signal might be the

" dosage form of this material. presence in the bloodstream of a par-
Graham and Embrey hope that this ticular toxic agent or antigen, or it

abilit y- to stabilize unstable substances might be a signal sent in from outside
will apply to other druas; and if pro- the body by some telemetric method
staglandins in gquo -aI can be stabilized (e.g., an electromagnetic signal).
and administer,:.] , nydroqel dosage These are problems that have been seen
forms, then th*: rc*place.ment of intraven- as needing solutions by the ONR program
ous prostaola1.din therapy by oral, managers. Finally, these hydrogels have
transd,_.rmal, rectal, or vaginal applica- been formulated as 10- to 50-nm par-
tIons becov,z. possible. The Office of ticles which have some potential for
Na',a] P(,,;seir('h (ONP), Arlington, Virgin- intravenous drug targeting.
ia, his b,~,,n supporting research to Howells not only has been using
s':r.th'size prosaclandin Lix (PGBx) for a Graham's hydrogels but also has devel-
: ui:br off veir-s ow. Thes, hydrogels oped some of his own. Some of these are

a,' ha",, "me appli(cation for con- very slow releasers, providing dosage
tainmen' Ird dell 1ve ry in PGBx over a period of a year or more. Howells
t he, rapy. has recently found that the frequency of

rhe-,' h-drogols art' based on food administration of antimalarial drugs,
ci:i pharmiceuticoa ci ites oI poly(ethyl- such as pyrithamine, can be reduced

f-r, c;lyeols) l 'qsterod with the fIS Food from twice weekly to once every 4
and Drug Administ rat ion, and are linked weeks using an appropriate hydrogel
1,-' p,,i (urth r es), which are con.pon,_.nts containing pyrithamine pamoate. Tests
f1 a :.umber of -st thI ished prosthetic on humans, organized by the World

impl1. +s. So th,, hydrogels are not Health Organization, have already given
materiaIs that ore would expect f) pro- good results. This is another area that
a' :.t rii or tox'icity or biocompatibi ity has significant potential for military
prohllms. Ird(,hd , this ha> be,,n shown us, in that personnel going into
to b- th, c-ase. Al] te..sts to date .how tropicaI areas where malaria is
fh,it thecn,' hydroqels are very hiocompat- present can h he more effectively pro-
ii , t houi,1 not hiodeqradab le. t ected.
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other dI-u; dIel ivery systems, and how not only will target the drug to a par- A
they may bve:.'f m i litary medicine. ticular organ, but also can be act i'ated

on demand, and , when niot needed , can4 Conral Cncapts hold the drug within the confines of the
Thu use of pvo Ixmers in pharmaceuti- carrier, isolated from the body.

a: preparat ioss is certainly not new.
bot h synt hot ic and natural1 po lymers have fvdroogels

senextensive service as carrier- or Essentially, hydioqels a re long-
additives for some time now. Polymeric chain polymers that are cross-l inked to
materials that swell1 rap idly, when in form a mesh that cannot be dissolved-
contact w it h gastric flIu id are often ev.en by highl': reactive biological com-
used as tabl et disintcqr. rs , pli-sensi- pounds (di jute hydrochloric acid, for
ivt, pa ~i 're used as enter ic c' at- example) . Most mater ialis found in living

ings s and "inert " l ast ic (e.q. , poly- organisms have some degree of water
v.inyl chl~r ide) matr ix tWhiet s have boon content and c in be consi dered natural
usod for sustained release of drugs for hydroqels (Graham, 1984) . Suitable

anumbe r or yer. Tehg ot hvdrogels for drug del ivery should be
1ilion to $0 million) f: Lurig i mechan.icall Iy strong but not brit tle in

a Powdru onto the morket in a suitable the dry state, swell at a reproducible
dnsacp form has led to a arnat deal of rate, and be relat ively strong in the
research into p;':cidinq impgroved therapy swol len, state. Amo(ng biomtateria is scien-

"ni ex:is ting d~rugs in cont no] 1er ti~st.s , there is a lot of interest in
deliver: s-stems, using synthetic hydrogels in 'nannfactur-

Thf-re -I(, are,is, other than huoman ing prosthetic devica:, and for coating
medicine , iiwhich cont rol led del iv'ery tubes to be inserted into the human body

of cheniica!N is import-ant. one is in for use as blood vessels. The largest
veterinary meodicine and the other is in use of hydrogels to date has been in
agriculture, whe re insecticides and soft contact lenses (Peppas, 1982).
psti cide -an he delive red in app ropr i- Sy'nthet ic polymers tend to be

alp ~ 5- doai- ~g polmers and other better than natural ones for use as drug
Ipjpr oschts ' rr tO 1- oi r ' elease,. deliverers because they can be designed

'rh-re ano hiWee things to he con- to meet speci fi c regui rements and arc
sidr r, -, d n therapy us ing cant rollted more reproducible. They cant he either
d(!r vpxry (7) the duration of the of a thermoset or thermoplastic nature,

(2) Q-h del ivery site, and (3) but care muILst be taken to eliminate
he rite of del ivery at any given time, toxic residues of monomer, initiaitor,

rj* -,_huftesn varies i n i mpwrta nce stabilizer, or druq modified by the
fi ndir ionr the phys iorhemi cal pr open- polymerization or sterilization process,

o~f thr Ir,,i and its pharmacokivet .c The most-studied polymers thus far have

a pharma-rdy"imir' properties in the been those based on acrylarnide (Davis,
thorpy r-gime. Cnt ro Ileo del ivery has 1974) and its N-sugar substituted denyv-

Lrn naj~or ea'atages: (1) bettor con,- at ives (Akkapedd i et al., 1 974) , N-
trn] 'f systerc blood I evas of the vi nvlpyrrolidone (Hosaka et al. , 1979),
I n K-in I 'o iit'. o, nera i y with hyd roxvet hyl met hacrylate (Song, 1981),

n-o A tdiverse side effects, (U) and poly'(ethylene oxide) (Ciba-Geigy,
0 ~ 1 n th at 11n df rh rue (7 '

r e t r ,,an , an r, ) rnproved Graham and his coworkers in Glasgow
c'lF 1 o 1 N' ith) the phmrlY have 1erusod thei r at tention Onl

rJI1r 7K xrod riorat ion "I d-l iv- 'MK' (thylene oxide) hydroac] s cross-
,ir, I to a r',romr5on linked with muolti1funct ionalI a lcohols and

!ii t ' is. of ,rsil s istainled- di is-cyaraton which are typical polyurp-
1-1, n:,r~ua :"- vQt mont ha nr ye ns thaheS. when the', uied poly (ethylene

Vt rno t . htaer g'cs'is) of mole 'slai weights above
'1~O onT) ant 0n 0na. Q , t 1,, poly\mers had uip to 50-percent

aI'V ' I cnstant playnt (qI' s t aIIi n it y in the dr.y atMe. The
7"7

t ihrap pt Ic0 et test. cy t A IIn' lpolympr is a matePrial simi-
V , o 's it is nost deosir- lan to ow-density pnlyethylenc in its

ii*'a. Ii oc a 1 I /"r '!I a ph's i cal [,:' ort ies . Graham found that
prpin, w, -to it actsr wifheaut in t h.n swolle~n s ate t his; hydrogel

nrn -i'r( trnug'h.'ut thir hody. Thu.--, !-e' ised cr~rt ined Mud at a rate pro-
r-,. - ''''' I in' minimni7rd ind1 so t(;(, pontiotil to time -V an predicted by the

in- iO -Aets Several mii tany mod,- t lion'' o f s imle - d i f us ion reI m the
IfIr .n may lend themselves to , ov10' into an infinite sink. Ft isF

U x' Iiviny approach which would ; nsfll to var'' t ho initial and long-
a ra onr advane 'von currert ens, rate of diffusion of drugs f rom

*t i'''i :,- m'odalities. A HS~ Na's pro- Kuch pIlym.'rs singly by al ter In'j the
in a- --'king to develop a systom that ph':: ra I shap''.
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rhythms are jointly controlled by two even though sleep/wake or time-zone
endogenous oscillators, one of which shifts are also inevitable.
controls body-temperature rhythm and is
unaffected by exogenous factors, the References
other controls the sleep/wake rhythm and Baddeley, A.D., "Working Memory," Philo-
can be affected by exogenous factors. sophiea7 Transactione of the Royal
:ormally both run with 24-hour periods, cL iety of .oCdon, B302, 311-324
but with altered sleep/wake cycles or (1983) , 73-86.
temporal isolation, internal desynchron- Folkard, S., R.A. Wever, and C.M. Wild-
;ration occurs and the two rhythms sepa- gruber, "Multi-oscillatory Control of
rate ard run with different periods. Circadian Rhythms in Human Perform-
Other physiological rhythms appear to ance," Nature, 305 (1983), 223-226.
run with one or the other of these. How-
ever, working-memory performance rhythm
appears to separate from both and run
with a 21-hour period.

The research technique involves
isolating volunteer subjects from natur-
a] time cues and then progressively
lengthening or shortening their days
with artificial time cues over a period
of many days (28 in one experiment).
Various physioloqical and psychological 0i 0gca ciences
variables are repetitively measured over
this period.

It is found that performance on HYDROGELS FORM NEW BASIS FOR DRUG
simple lc'tter cancellation tasks seems DELIVERY IN SYSTEMS BEING DEVELOPED BY
to run with body temperature. With verb- SCOTTISH FIRM
al rteasoninq tasks, however, some sub-
jects show systematic departure from b! 7ha r-a C. F'rzze e hOzze -1
this rhythm, to reach a period of 21 ;:kE :&ison S c , .- t for Y, ,c7o0 ca?
hours. Subsequently performance for some . rc-uccs 'n Furope a'e t Fa rt
sub-ects is resynchronized to the tem- r' t1 e ffioe o' ?,; "a 2 reseurch '
perature rhythm; for others the 21-hour 0,2(7, r Fraoch (e S e. ,e Peas-
poriod is maintained, at least within S Co zt-* n 7tii Aa u-t 6 r the
the string of days so far studied. The ..f"cc < Navc7 . eao A" -cton,
implication of the individual differen- :"iri'cia, Wccre he F icgram Yanager
c-6 hre is that some subjects are more fcr Foc[e romageei c. " "
tixed than others bl the given task
(e!rdis, because of differences in
!,rntal abiiity. The British Technology Group and

In furthtr work with the same para- the University of Strathclvde (Glasgow, --
di,:n, Folkard reports aqai4n that work- Scotland) last November jointly invested
inq-mEmory tasks depart from serial E)250,000 in Polysystems, Ltd. This new
search and body-temperature rhythms, company was formed at Strathclyde to
Furthermore, it appears that different manufacture and license hydrogels for
sub ,cts use diffrent strategies in druq delivery.
tasks at different times of day. And on Hydrogels are polymeric materials

o v llogisms task, subjects divided into that have the ability to swell to a high
th-os,, who:;,. rhythm seemed to follow a degree in contact with water, yet do not
.!T-hour cycle and those whose rhythm dissolve in water. They have been the
seemed +( follow a 27-hour cycle; nei- subject of intensive research for sever-

~ ther mach~d the physiological cycles. al years by a team led by Professor Neil
Further an.:c ' :5-s of data collected by Graham in the Department of Pure and
another investicator in Sweden also suq- Applied Chemistry at the University of
(4 ;st$,( the "post-lunch dip" in both Strathclyde and by Dr. Rolert Howells in
Adrenalin and oral temperature that is the Liverpool School of Medicine in
often experienced, but this occurred in London. These polymers have a number of
* subjects who had not had lunch. uni.,e properties that make them poten-

:t is clear that both physiological tially suitable for delivery and con-
and psychological rhythms can be associ- trolled release of a number of drugs.
ated wi th performance variations both Many of the techniques that are being
within and between persons. The varia- explored could be of significant value
t1ons appear substantial and thus of in several areas of military medicine.
practical concern in military and civil- In this article, I will discuss the
Jan situations in which performance in- characteristics of hydrogels, how they
vol-ing working memory load is critical are used, what advantages they have over
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

, Senior Author Institution Presentation Title

D.W. Heeley Univ. of St. Andrews Meridional anisotropies of orien-
Vtation discrimination in human

vision.

E.C. Poulton MRC Applied Psychology Unit Geometric illusions ir reading
graphs.

M.A. Georgeson Univ. of Bristol Spatial frequency masking: inte-
gration, non-linear compression or
adaptation

L.J. Fvett MRC Cognitive Development Orthographic segmentation process-
Unit es in visual word identification.

A.W. Youna Univ. of Lancaster Interference between faces and

written names.

F. Watts MRC Applied Psychology Unit Processing of phobia-related
words.

D. Besner Univ. of Waterloo, Canada Orthographic and phonological
codes in oral reading of Japanese
Kana.

and reading ability, but with a substan- learning. The autistic subject learicd
* tially impaired auditory memory span not the Grieg in four repetitions requiring

due to apparent input or output defi- only 12 minutes, with only minor melody
cits. The impairment was shown by vari- errors, whereas the professional pianist
ouS tests to be functionally in the showed good recall of the first eight
phonological store necessary for main- bars but massive retroactive interfer-
tenance rehearsal and phonological ence--new sections destroyed memory for
analysis. The deficit did not impair earlier sections--and many major harmony
1anguage comprehension. The suggestion errors. However, the autistic subject
is that the normal storage mechanisms did relatively poorly, while the profes-
involved in auditory memory span tasks sional pianist did relatively well, with

- are not necessary for fluent speech pro- the atonal Bartok piece. Analysis of the
ducfion or comprehension and that the performances suggested that the autistic
subject's deficit is more a problem of subject's ability involves extremely
abstract phonemic awareness and manipu- accurate tonal memory, large span, and
lation than it is a structural problem. an internal representation of the music
The results are consistent with Badde- that is highly structured.
ley's working-memory hypothesis.

Sloboda reported a case study of -n Working Memory in Relation to Circadian
autistic person of exceptional musical Rhythmicity in Performance
talent--who can memorize arid perform Folkard discussed new research on
complex piano music after only a few circadian rhythms in human performance
hearings, but shows only low normal in the context of his previously pub-
verbal memory. Most evidence on musical lished studies (see Folkard, Wever, and
mimory suggests that many errors occur Wildgruber, 1983). It is appropriate
ii learning and many reconstructions are here to summarize both.
required; memory appears to be for the Circadian rhythms are known to
Kis3 -f a piece, as in verbal memory for exist not only in physiological process-
t- . However, there is sketchy evidence es but also in many measures of human
from some musicians and some idiot sa- performance. The demands placed by a

S 'ints that special memory abilities are task on the performer's working memory
i:volved, and there is the claim that appear to play a large role in deciding

Mozart displa,'ed almost perfect tonal the time of day at which it is best per-
nemery. Sloboda compared the autistic formed. Such task demands may also re-
individual with a professional pianist late to the speed with which performance
in learning complex piano pieces. The rhythms adjust to the sorts of changes
comparison was designed to show whether in sleep/wake patterns involved in
the autistic person had abnormally high shift-work and time-zone changes. A
4memory span for tones, or normal exper- multioscillatory model that applies to
tise coupled with a narrow window of physiological rhythms may also apply to
attention. Thus, tonal (Grieg) and these psychological performance rhythms.
atonal (Bartok) pieces were chosen for This model assumes that all circadian

atetin Tu,,oa (Gig" n hs scooqc promneryhs
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Table 1

Abstract of the Meeting Program for the Experimental
Psychology Society, 3-4 January 1985

Senior Author Institution Presentation Title

J.A. Sloboda Univ. of Keele An exceptional musical memory.

P.D. Patterson MRC Applied Psychology Unit Periodicity detection and the form
of musical scales.

J. Edworthy MRC Applied Psychology Unit Melodies and the inner ear: a
study of musical working memory.

R.P. Carnyon Univ. cf Cambridge A major breakdown in auditory
intensity discrimination.

*.C-. S. Folkard Univ. cf Sussex Towards a causal nexus of human
psychophysio'ooical variables
based on their circadian rhythmi-~city.

R.J. Phillips Univ. of Nottingham Why we need graphs, maps and
diagrams.

D.M. Baxter The National Hospital Category-specific phonological
dysgraphia.

B. Butterworth Univ. College London Phonological dyslexia and dys-
graphia in a highly literate
subject.

R.A. McCarthy The National Hospital The selective impairment of verb
retrieval and verb comprehension:
a single case study of an agram-
matic patient.

A.W.K. Gaillard MRC Applied Psychology Unit Brain potentials and information
processing.

R. Campbell Univ. College London The uses of immediate memory.

M. Mishkin US National Institutes of A neural hierarchy of memory:
Health recognition, recency and recall

(the Thirteenth Annual Bartlett
WafLecture).

D.M. Faulkner Open Univ. Fact and fantasy: reality monitor-
ing in the elderly.

W.A. Wagenaar Univ. of Leiden, Authorities, risk and the deep

The Netherlands structure of decision problems.

R.G.M. Morris Univ. of St. Andrews Stereospecific impairment of
spatial learning by APV-5, an NMDA
receptor antagonist.

D. Christie MRC Neural Mechanisms of The effect of callosum section on
Behavior Unit motor guidance strategies in a

visual discrimination task.

L.C. Simbayi Univ. of Sussex Effects of amygdala lesions on
taste aversions produced by lac-
tose and lithium chloride in the
rat.

C. Pacteau Univ. Louis Pasteur, Strategies and cues in the Olton
Strasbourg, France maze.

P. Rose Open Univ. Wild rats in the wild.

J.N. Williams MRC Applied Psychology Unit The effective context for priminq.

L. Goward Univ. of Manchester Age, speed and stupidity as
determinants of recognition
memory.
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rf, t etiect even though the Al con- pro-;essing of materials. These models
* c: f the porticles is only 1 percent. have been shown to be very useful in

0co i. n ing rate of the (Ti,Al) N understanding the metallurgical changes
is much greater than that for which result from some very complex pro-

cessing methods: welding, HIP, and sur-
. . composition of the precipi- face hardening. With the use of these

"i :i+V and Ti+Nb steels varies models, especially when they are presen-
*." fri hhe siz, o. the precipitate. The ted in the form of maps or diagrams,
T1 ,t increases with particle size basic science is brought to engineers in-,t- Ti+V steels, but decreases with a format that will help them select

,or the Ti+Nb steel, parameters of a process to achieve the
3. Following welding, the parti- most desirable material properties.
ii- the HAZ approach pure TiN for There are many complex processes still

cti. Ti+V and Ti+Nb steels. Strid shows to be handled in this way (solidifica-
,-t hat this behavior is predicted by the tion is an excellent example). I hope
,_Uilibrium conditions of a regular that Easterling will continue with his
solution model involving one intersti- research on mechanism mapping in order
tial and two metallic elements, for the engineer to take advantage of

4. He developed a kinetic model the materials scientist's understanding
_tr the dissolution of particles con- of the reactions and mechanisms of many
taining two metallic elements. By using different phenomena which occur during
this iodel he shows that significant the processing, fabrication, and actual
deviations from equilibrium particle service of engineering materi ls.
cempositions can result. Particles con-
taining elements with widely varying References
diffusivities (Ti and Nb) are governed Arzt, E., M.F. Ashby, and K.E. Easter-
by kinetic considerations more than par- ling, 2!et',,r" cc '?z." , 0c om,, 14A
ticleE containing elements of similar (1983? , 211-221.
diffusivity (Ti and V). Ion, J.C., "Modelling the Microstructur-

5. This model can be used to de- al Changes in Steels Due To Fusion
scribe the coarsening/dissolution kinet- Welding," Doctor of Technology
.cs, and thus the grain growth kinetics thesis, University of Lulea , 1984.
during a welding thermal cycle. This Ion, J.C., K.E. Easterling, and M.F.
model predicts that as long as the cool- Ashby, Act; U:' tZ7 7 Zc,:0a 32 (1984),
ing time between 800'C to 500'C, At, is 1949-1962.
creater than 100 seconds, the particles Li, W. , "Laser Transformation Hardening
will reach their equilibrium composi- )f Steel Surfaces," Doctor of Tech-
tions. nology thesis, University of Lulea,

6. The study clearly showed that 1984.
because of the high temperature stabil- Strid, J., "On the Chemistry and Stabil-
ity of TiN precipitates, they are more ity of Ternary Precipitates in Micro-
effective in graii. size control during alleged Steels," Doctor of Technology
high-energy-input w-ldinq. This may be thesis, University of Lulea, 1984.
degraded if other nitride forming
elements are present without sufficient
N to assure that al! of the Ti reacts to
form TiN (and not the lower temperature f/IS/fr
crbides). If the C/N ratio is too high,
cirbon-rich precipitates form which
reduce the dissolution temperature of
th( particles.

The role of inclusions and other

pr ,(-ipita ts in controlling the micro- Mechanics
structure of steels, especially welds,
is finally beginning to be appreciated
and understood. Studies like this one FLUID DYNAMICS AT THE VON KARMAN !NSTI-
Sy Stride ar- making a grat- contribu- TUTE

I Ion to the development of better mate-
rialIs. by ( ~k a 4,'c,. Hc a r

;ummary l'/(Jomp ta t0t 1 0 r0
All phases of Easterling's research a"H b P idie , ¢r t'

have a common theme: Use basic funda- Nat e y'a ', 'o,.S , /',
mrntilaIs of thermodynamics and kinetics On lao;' : ,- ,,
t (eve lop r-miempirical models of 1 , 'je ; ;9'( , icf#" r 1 '

various phenomena that: occur during the g "7, ,, r c
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- - , . toy' t ;- Educational Programs
" . ,: :': .. The activities at the VKI concen-

trate on advanced educational programs.
VKI provides three programs for students

For nearly 30 years the von Karman holding at least an undergraduate degree
.;titute for Fluid Dynamics (VKI) has in science and engineering. Additional-

beei. a> international center for educa- ly, VKI provides a short training pro-
t L. and research in fluid dynamics. gram for qualified undergraduates as

.article reviews the organization wel as a lecture series of !-week

'J. wducatioz. pr(grams of the VKI and courses. Tuition is free in any of
t ce ntrates on the recent research these programs, except for the lecture

,::,.ctioe rn aerodynamics. This acre- series, for students from NATO countries
am~:cresearch, for the most part providing support to the VKI.

,- ire.ttl, is on hypersonic, super- The basic course is the ]-year
6!.d high subsonic phenomena in diploma course comprising lectures, lab-

It -51. CC hicih military and indus- oratory sessions, and independent re-
:, s, I .search in one of the areas represented

by the three departments mentioned
above. An independent research project,

n cate at Rhode-St. either basic or applied of an experi-
i::..,. ,: F:I curbs of Btussels, Bel- mental or theoretical nature, forms a

,tl -I u in 1956 through major part of the program. Past pro-
f Profsor Theodore von jects, for example, have dealt with

w hen chairman of NATO's characteristics of low speed wings in
r \,_- Aeronautical Research slideslip, and rotating stall in axial

He served as chairman compressors. Approximately 30 students
.~- , it. in: 902, when the per year participate in this program,

S: . .- ,J In his honor. The which is intended to prepare students
-r-,t- t(; lring the European for industrial work or for participation

S , '.ties in fluid dynamics in either of the two advanced programs.
t. h current The Advanced Program in Basic Re-

capalijties challeng- search is a 2- to 3-year program intend-
• t S, as illustrated by ed to lead to a doctoral degree. The

:Ts,, .r _h - Dr. Art Rizzi at the doctoral degree is not awarded by the
.* ' -i. .'rh .stitute (FFA) , VKI but rather by a university having an

r w, nd Dr. Wo Ilfqang affiliation with the VKI. In most cases,
hps that need no attendance in the VKI diploma course is

,: ' rth,,ss, the VKI a requirement for entering this program,
..:.. i M" rtant center for although students with a strong back-

rr, , rrams in fluid ground in fluid dynamics may waive this
req -'.rement. Approximately 15 students

tr of the insti- per year participate in this program.
, in(;inoux, who has The Advanced Program in Applied Re-

. the .1?V-' ' ;ince its search is a 1-year program for engineers
_.,,X ,i:rofessor J.F. with a doctoral degree or equivalent
,.,::o . head of the experience to conduct an advanced pro-

SIuti,'s [lepartm(.nt, gram in applied research. This program
t : -- oal In( research is intended to develop the skills needed

h . . hr ,rtment x-.f in solving complex fluid dynamics prob-"0, , F" n':u is n r, rl ta I loes of dn industrial nature. Typically

S : . - . . -s, ad 'I.rbo- 10 pfople are involved annually.
r,, f1 uty mL rs; The Short Training Program for

............- :- , "1, F. t, I 'ndergraduate students, one of the VKI's

: : 1iln' " - ,wfer programs, has become the most pop-
'I I , , itt ractinq approximately 75 stu-

- f,,r a period of I to 3 months.
:* " " • . ... " ", " , nt s i.rme acquainted with the work

-""r- f 'i cists through participa-
, " . . . . . " " 1 ..rr . pe idi rsearch project.

. . .. ci', i n Ae-r d -namics

. ,Aerospact and Aeronautics De-
r - rtmnt , ht aded by Wendt , is undertak-

S• " .. !io a . .(r-t of research projects in the
: .. .. r .. . . .',;.es',C" , supersonic, and high subson-

Most of this work is experi-
, 1 which is d reflection of the

6J
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research interests of the personnel and experimental work in aeronautics is
the presence of substantial experimental being conducted; the results should be
facilities. A new appointment, to be useful in the design and operation of
made soon in computational fluid dynam- future aeronautical systems.
ics, will broaden the research capabili-
ties of the department.

Research in hypersonics is being
increased as a result of the desire to "/JU7/ [
investigate issues important to the de-
sign of proposed new vehicles. Although
this research is not funded by specific
contracts, it is spurred by several LEBUS AT SALTSJOBADEN
factors. Among these are the French
HERMES concept for a manned reusable by Pat c , .- ;e;ey. Dr. .
craft which would ride into orbit on the 1aln .etic a .' :ur 'tU,
Ariane 5 launcher, and plans in the US and Ar ied Mencs zn " ,pr and t;ic
for a military spacecraft which can take d!ifc11e Fact for the Ofie of ,'ac:
off and land horizontally (called the 5,),aara's I onon Eraz,;: -ffcoe. H
transatmospheric vehicle). Both of or 7,ave until .'cptrbcr :.,*% frtm i-E?
these vehicles involve hypersonic speed as caaouaette nst'te of Technozogy,
in reentry for which heat-transfer w~;ore he is Yi'ofessor o 1."echanica7 ana

effects will be extremely important. Ccean Engineering.
A benchmark experimental study on

shock-wave and boundary layer interac-
tion is beincT conducted in the superson- Large eddy breakup devices (LEBUs)
ic regime. This experimental research, were a principal topic for discussion at
supported by the US Air Force Office of the EUROMECH 181 colloquium. Thin rib-
Scientific Research, is intended to bons placed in tandem across the outer
provide accurate experimental data in a portion of a turbulent boundary layer
complex flow situation to test the provide marked reduction in frictional
validity of various existing computa- coefficient, but a total drag reduction
tional algorithms. In the past it has of at most 5 percent experimentally to
been difficult to obtain both experi- date.
mental and numerical data under the same
initial and boundary conditions. In Background
this experimental work, Wendt reported Drag reduction in turbulent bound-
that he had been able to obtain laser ary layers was the topic of EUROMECH
Doppler velocimetry measurements within 181, held at Saltsj6baden, Sweden, from
0.1 m of the surface of the object. 29 through 31 August 1984. EUROMECHs

The high subsonic research is in- are scheduled by an applied mechanics
vestigating the effects of compressibil- colloquium committee chaired by Profes-
ity on vortical flows from a delta-wing sor G.K. Batchelor of Cambridge Univer-
structure. Even at free Mach stream sity on various special topics in
numbers of only 0.5, they have observed applied mechanics at various research
embedded shock structure for flows over activities and universities throughout

the wing surface. These experimental Europe. They are intended to encompass
observations are consistent with some a specific topical area of current
recent computational work of Dr. Art interest and to be limited in attendance
Rizzi of FFA, who has also "observed" to people involved in ongoing investiga-
these embedded shocks using his three- tions related to the subject. The meet-
dimensional Euler codes. ings are quite informal, and it is not

There has also been some recent customary to publish the proceedings of
work on reducing after-body drag due to the meetings. Attendees are encouraged
.,ortex flow fields with a consequent to present ongoing research which has
decrease in fuel consumption. Military not vet reached completion. Approxi-
transport aircraft, such as the C-130 mate]y 40 investigators attended this
and the C-141, are particularly suscep- meeting; nearly half came from Sweden,
t iblm to this problem because of the but there was good representation from
highly upswpt afterbody. Wendt stated West Germany, Enaland, The Netherlands,
'hat their (,xperimental results had led and Switzerland. I was the only US
to some refrofit planE by Lockheed- participant.
(;eorqia on the C-130.

DrayJ Peduct ion
Conclusion Various techniques for draq ieduc-

Th' UKI serve, n important dual tion are currently being; investioated.
ro of t ra ining and res, rch in I reported on techniques for delayi no
fluid d'im]ic's. In particular, important t ransition from laminar to turbulent

Jo,!
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i 3 9-]:9-99 (1985) , and on thicknesses (Corke, Nagib, awd Guezen-
the ise, l ngitudjnal riblvts in .3'" nec, 2). The results further indica-
39-2:A'-6 : (19 M . These w:re also dis- ted "5- to 2-per'ent total drag reduc-
"Ussea at EU OMECH 181, but itt t tion. The lIT experiments wore repeated
'-nd the previously reported informa- at NASA, Langley, by Bushnell ard his

tirn do ,loped. Nothing was reported at c"'leagues. The' could not. reproduce
t h~s metinj or. the use f Ur- g chain the, ITT results, finding instead o. I,

v, :- .rs *h r, oundary layer or on the v-pe rcent total dra r cuction. Mnlre-
Wse U1 c ,] tant coat inqs beneath the over, the -frictional iesistance r due-
' uar' !Aver. Th i- was nl. - o paper t on immedi tely behind tLe device do-
r.-'td suclt- i! 2. I sh i therefore veloped gradually rather than abruptly.

t } A n, papers no lated to the Nevertheless, the tandem cooniguration

NO uise -)f !arg eddy breakup (LEBr) devices today seems to h the most promising and
f-r the reductiop o: turbulent boundary was tie sole type ,of LEBU discussed at
layer drig. Hro the Furpean fluid EUROMECH IR8].

'I rIcs c~'rnu:'.t,' is quit- active.
:L its earliest concept, a LEBU was The Moint Swedish-Swiss lEBU Program

,. rv porouus structure pi aced in the A joint program investigating the
uter p r 2cr of a turbulent boundary development and application of LEBUs is
1 ca . The purprse of this device was being conducted by the Aeronauticai Re-
to brea a n the lirge-scale eddies which search i:stitute of Sweden (FFA),
r, -, ;:sider. t,: be resp Lsible for the Bromma, Sweden, and the Laboratoire de

subs ,:"l injeu'ion of irrotational Mcanique des Fluids, Swiss Federal
f:0 fr-crutside :i the hnirdary layer Institute of Technolog'.' (FPFI) , Lau-
AV. 1 1t,' - h-e h undirv layer,. It was sanne, Switzerland. Figure 1 typifies
'-It that if this process could be one of the earlier experimental results
:rpd< t, e h: 'e frirt iona] drag at the obtained in the EPFL subsonic wind
•al: -,old be sobstantial ly reduced, tunnel using tandem LBUs. In Figure 1,

S<n' ,: th-.e eirl>--; mvstigations dx is the separation between the ribbons

'w're conduc'te dt the Ilinois Institute trailing ecoaqes, L is the length of a
,f Te ihc:y o (lIT) by H.M. Nagib and Finale ribbon, t is the ribbon thick-
s co'workers (C rke, Guezennec, and ness, and h is the height of the tandem

Yaqib, >'nb), and bv D.M. Rushn>l" and ribbons above the wall, all expressed in
his colleagues at th-, National Aerorau- millimete.rs. The local skin-friction

ccs afd Space. Administration (NASA), is given in the ordinate,

Langley, Virginia (WHfner, Weinstein, and the distance downstream of the
and Bushnell, 980) . Both groups found trailing edge of the LERU in millimeters
that a lattice-like structure of ribbons is given in the abscissa. The tunnel fan
stretched laterally across the outer
portion of a turbuler,t houndary layer
resulted in some reduction in the local
-rictional resistance coefficient suffi- spa
ciently far downstream behind the de- C1'.O Rk t  t
vice. The local skin fricticnal resist-
ance coefficient is defined as the ratio ? 0o

of the local shear stress on the bound- 300

ary to the free stream dynamic head.
Reduction of frictional resistance is 1 110oO

not the whole story, however, for there _ DOVYCO
is drag on the LEBU itself. For these 200 oo 0
earlier lattice configurations, the '0OoO?

device drag greatly exceeded the reduc-
fion in the streamwisn-integrated wall R btlo, d, ' fh
ri r<t inna I re'-istance . It then appeared t00 00 30 05 5

that a t-,nde'm two-ribbon confijulation E SoC .P a.-* 0 ',.i
0 O*C ' - . 2'-' tC

should hI' l)wer devic(e drag, p,'rf ] o - . , 6,.,'
-e,,ise the aft er ribbon would be in a - W bb,, 60CR_

Pwer speed wake cratd by the forward ol__
riLo n. Fiqur 3, discussed in detail 0 4 .8 12 16 20 . 2.
IA * "r , 4shows j tardern, FR 1 iEr , p la1 e in a

c lr :':.'t larn,.r, iyer. Iritial t,'st .

er l Pr t' the I1' grup sh-wed I :'t I. ,', :ki tr '. ;Pr an func-
. -p-r-,nt r, u't lon in the -.al ton W i,,'sitI, r.(AX)'I . , t (I.1'

S" nili dr, W'r ,ffic]-,: C t  comMn - ( r, P, It Lirud, 1:w !,1, an, v a:,

: - ii 'A , hohind t I.to ' ' ''' Arnd 19 ) Y' 'l!it- 1, 'i ' - Im
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Fi ;re 2. Patio Cf at 2.45 m for different configurations, L/DX/T/H 15 mm.

.r 'ir(, d rectly proportional to the frictional coefficient with the LEBU in

"' str,. rvelocity in the wind tunnel, place to that without is given in the
Th .<, frictional coefficient Cf was ordinate. The abscissa is the gap DX

-ron. ualfnq Preston tubes. This is between the two ribbons. Data are given
sttt ft'-,ry sufficiently far downstream also for various ribbon lengths L and

- v whefr. the flow has returned to thicknesses T. All data are for a ratio

lit ,. In principle-, the measure- of height of the LEBU above the wall to

:or,, ot th, ntreamwino, ,ndient of the the total boundary layer thickness equal

f.-ntr a hi okness ot the br-undary layer to 0.68. We see the following facts from
, , 0, ()rr,,ct -., rvwhere 1.s,!h1nd the Figure 2: (1) 5- to 20-percent reduction

T, .uch a me.:-uretmpnt was not used in local frictional coefficient Cf was

i ,f ",, r nut run would be requir- obtained; (2) the ribbons with the mini-
r' a -Clocity profile0 at e_-ach mal thickness T performed better; (3)

-r w .str.,,siti on. Thus, repeatability the results for different ribbon separa-

n' r, would Ie in question. It i, tions DX we re inconclusive; and (4)

it t g't i:. iccuracy bet ter than there is a spatially periodic variation

S* . r'ent b- ,oifh,-r meth(od. More- in the local frictional coefficient C,
r rra:rornen; are also plargued going downstream. It is of interest that

't its with transverse "anria- this period is essentially the same as a
't I r i rt, skin fric i,'n coetficie.nt, separation DX of the ribbons. In the

"rth+lo' , it as juit. ( ident tha, t a earlier experiments at EPFL, one tandem

' r ';,i rt.'411 ( rS 1ni ficanf reduc- (-onfiguration gave 5-percent net drag

th- skiti- i-t ion c,ef icient reduction, based upon a comparison of

.,. ;i'.d. ~momentum thicknesses 8 at the furthest

M. Ve'i * (1 T.V. Truong presente d downstream measurement position of

ii r'<.'+ rz, i. (,n from FPFi. 2.45 m from the LE U trailing edge

1: , toi? frn'r" ai !,ystematic tvsria- (Sertelrud, Truong, and AvelIan, 1982) .

. h, Ilp'a 1, i:10 dimersional This configuration had dimensions

Shrr'. h 1 sults of this recernt L/DX/T/H = 10/27/.05/15 in millimeters.

t I,;It,'' r . summartized in F'iq- Total drag change was not reported for

,yr ' i. - t ! o ratio) o the local the most recent test configurations.

,,n 3
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Truong and Veuve of EPFL and A. however, that this was obtained at vury
Bertelrud of the FFA reported their most high Reynolds number, Ree, based on
recent results in the construction of a momentum thickness, 0. The values ranged
rimilarit: scheme for determining the from 8000 to 14,000, which should put to
mean velocity profile development behind rest conjectures made in the past that
a LEBI'. This semi-empirical scheme LEBUs might be totally ineffective at -
involves the use of: (1) a law-of-the- high Reynolds number).
wall representation attributable to 2. Pressure gradient compressibil-
%an Driest, (2) a Gaussian ribbon-wake ity and small three-dimensional flow
profile, and (3) for the outer boundary- effects did not adversely affect local
0ay1cr wake region, a Thompson profile friction reductions.
m-dIt iec by Sarneck i's intermittency 3. Overshoot occurred on the air-
function. This scheme is not used to craft--i.e., the local frictional coef-
prdict drag reduction, for the local ficient sufficiently far downstream be-
Sriction coe'fficient Cf is an input to hind the LEBU was in fact higher than it
th scheme,; it is interded rather to would have been without the LEBU pre-

facillltot comparisons between various sent. As a result no total drag reduc-
IEBU con figurations, to provide an tion was obtained with the device as in-
init ial input to a computational fluid stalled.
r-.., o:.cs study, and finally to estimate 4. No effect on handling charac-
the effect )t mean pressure gradients on teristics of the aircraft in any part of
PEBU performance. Their results show the flight envelope developed. This was
thjt a remarkably good comparison was significant because it had been feared
I'ained betwen the calculated mean beforehand that the LEBU might adversely

profile;, in accordance with the simi- affect shock/boundary layer interaction.
"_writy schene and experimental results,
s inning the range from directly behind Experiments at the Cavendish Laboratory

* th,: 7,rBU until the LEB[T wake was no A.M. Savill reported on LEBU exper-
lon'er discernible. iments conducted at the Cavendish Labo-

Pertelrud reported on a very ratory of Cambridge University, UK, in
'nterestirn series of full-scale experi- two difterent wind tunnels. One was
rrerts with a LEBU on a SAAB 32A Lanson equipped with a skin friction balance
swept wing attack aircraft. The wing of for direct measurement of skin friction
this aircraft has i leading edge sweep downstream of a LEBU. The balance was
')f 39 rdegrees and a symmetrical NACA in fact fixed in the tunnel and the LEBU
(4ACI0 section normal to the 35-degree located at various positions forward of
;w pt 25-percent cord line. It has zero the balance. The other wind tunnel was
twist. A tand-m I EB1 was installed at equipped with a combined laser sheet and

-pt-rcfnt chord paralleling this chord white-light-beam, smoke-flow visualiza-
* .' I'ver approximately a qg:irter of the tion together with a capability for hot-
win stpan. Frictional coef" _'ie2nts were wire measurement for performing detailed
mosured back to R0-p, rcent chord, studies of the flow behind a LEBU. Al-
Moasurr5r,-its were made from a flight though no net drag reduction has been
M..i-h :.umber ,4 0.92 down to stall. The found as yet in the Cambridge experi-

element' wore not flat ribbons but ments, the flow visualizations give pos-
w, r, camhe red airfoil sections with the sibly one of the clearest pictures of
ift. dir .ted toward the wall. This is the mechanism of the operation of the

"' dosirall( . feature to reduce the device yet obtained.
rent. drAg. Dependinq upon flight Figure 3 shows how a tandem LFBU
Jntioss, the_ LEB11 was installed !rom placed in the outer portion of a turbu-

pe rce nt ,)f ,] boundary layer lent boundary layer operates. First we
thUkr fs. UntortunItely, the gdp consider a turbulent boundary layer in

W'wIr, Mt 1 teit- wa ; I,,'s than 3.0. t ies the absence of a LEBU. Its outer struc-
Iri r thicknt.ss, whereis ture consists of a row of horseshoe vor-

I r-ferabl .-alue is or the order of tices inclined approximately 45-degrees
rd.inq to NAA, lgley, experi- downstream to the flow. These vortices

;ts. w.'er, th, jor purpose of interact with a slow mutual overturning,
,f ', wi, , , tfermi, the r harac- causing an entrainment near their peaks

,- .,B' ; in fui -:-caie opera- with th- outer irrotational flow. The
,. wle-ht:'., d e 'Ire in horseshoe vortices themselves develop

jn s' r ' stU L I'. The prin,- pal from the longitudinal streaking occurr-
,. .. of the- fo -ccii f :Iht pr,)Irim ing at the wall boundary layer and the

• .',a,. o ws- ;subsequent bursting in the sublaver. The
o entrainment of the outer irrotational

, - %-p,.r', ,loI flow is considered to form an essential
I ' ., a ' .f r'c , C, r,-du,-t 1r,,; part of the feedback mechanism by which

id hta ire,. (It ,, , I ,h not,"d, the su layer bursting is maintained.

'0 4
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&N"T CP4j1 C4 ~ 1(f% PQ.o-.r-

- o , -

I Figure 3. Operation of tandem LEBU in outer portion of turbulent boundary layer
(Mumford and Saville, 1983; reproduced by permission of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers).

(Precisely how this occurs is a matter wing element can produce just the right
of some controversy.) Next, suppose oscillatory effect upon the after ele- -.
that a tandem LEBU is installed in the ment such that a thrust component on the
outer portion of the boundary layer. after element evolves reducing the total
When a horseshoe vortex encounters the device drag. This is sometimes termed
leading edge of a ribbon element, it is the Katzmayr effect. It is readily cal-
stretched over the element to such an culated from linearized unsteady airfoil
txtent that it is effectively severed, theory by determination of the net
Tt is this action that gave rise to the leading edge suction.
namre LEBU itself. However, Savill and
his coworkers have found that the wake Concliuding Remarks
.f the element or elements of the LEBU Although European efforts at turbu-
is ,qually or more important in the leiJt boundary layer manipulation by
overall process. A ribbon element devel- LEBUs have been intelligently developed
ops a very finely spaced vortex street with very considerable physical insight
wake. It is this wake that forms a into the process, results in terms of
barrier between the outer portions of total drag reduction to date, about 6
the cut horseshoe vortices and the inner percent, are somewhat meager. Separa-
residual structure (Figure 3) . Two tion of the various drag contributions
things happen: first, the intermittency is quite difficult, and it is complica-
of the outer portion of the boundary ted by transverse variations. The over-
laver is greatly reduced with a conse- shoot effect is particularly trouble-
quent reduction in entrainment of irro- some, and it may well be necessary to
tational flow; second, the vortices install additional LEBU devices every 80
cause an upwelling of flow in the imme- to 100 boundary layer thicknesses down-
diate vicinity of the wall, with conse- stream in order to prevent this. Occa-
quent reduced frictional resistance. It sionally the investigators get a bit
is for this reason that the Cambridge discouraged about the possibility of
(;roup dislikes the word LEBU, and pre- recouping the device drag and obtaining
fers the term manipulator. Tandem LEBUs net reductions. Mumford and Savill
appear superior to a single one because (1983) state that "estimates of potenti-
the vortex street from the upstream ele- al gains are such that one is beginning
ment impinges upon the after element, to wonder if there is some overall prin-
c'reating a double vortex wake which pro- ciple involved which prevents this."
Sides a more effective barrier than a This was just temporary discouragement.
singIle one. On the other hand, the fric- Certainly more attention can be given to
tional resistance of the two elements the reduction of device drag by the use
that are separated is in fact higher of proper thin-airfoil sections. It
than it would have heen if the two ele- might be helpful to mount the manipula-
ments were without gap, the device drag tors directly on a floating-element drag
being increased by approximately 32 per- gauge in order to determine the local
cent. There is, however, the possibility combined effect of device draq and
that the vortex street from the upstream immediate downstream wall frictional
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St fcient. Finally, there may be spe- Two important technical meetings on
d-ial applications in which the manipula- ship hydrodynamics were held in Septem-
t,<rs wiii really come into their own. ber 1984. This article covers highlights
%,ill points out that fur flows with of the 15th Symposium on Naval Hydrody-

1"t r large tree-stream turbulence, the namics, held in Hamburg, West Germany,
buffr .icct of the wake of the manipu- and the 17th International Towing
!ator could possibly prevent the normal Tank Conference, held in G6teborg,
iicrea, , in friction coefticient Cf due Sweden.

t: tle free stream turbulence. This
i 3ht be quite important in internal Naval Hydrodynamics Symposium

: 1w appi 1 ations. Further, since the The main purpose of the symposium
i operates in the outer portion of was to provide an international forumh -- boundary laver it appears that its for the exchange and discussion of ad-

ffects< can supplement those of riblets, vanced research results in the field of
.se mechanism clearly depends on inner ship hydrodynamics, with emphasis on

.1 scoUs scales (see " 39-2:60-61 four topics of current interest: (1)
i98 ) .Thus, the two devices, opera- seakeeping problems, (2) hull-propeller

ted to qother, could possibly produce a interactions, (3) nonlinear free-surface
"i-t drag reduction superior to each one problems, and (4) frontier problems in
r ,perated individually. Apparently work hydrodynamics.
in this direction is already under way. The symposium was sponsored by the

US Office of Naval Research (ONR) , the
Pt.:erences US National Research Council, and the
Bertelrud, A., T.V. Truong, and F. Avel- Hamburg Shipbuilding Research Institute

lap., "I.-Z : 2 ~ r u ent (HSVA).
' ncf :e .ibbos" (Paper One of the technical highlights of

* AIAA-62-1370 at AIAA 9th Atmospheric the symposium was the Weinblum Memorial
Flight Mechanics Conference, San Lecture, presented by Professor Marshall
Diego, California, 9-11 August 1982). Tulin of the University of California at

Corke, T.C., Y. Guezennec, and H.M. Santa Barbara. Tulin discussed surface
Nagib, "Modification in Drag of Tur- waves from the point of view of rays.
bulent Boundary Layers Resulting From The ray theory, which made a significant
Manipulation of Large-Scale Struc- contribution in the physics of optics,
tures," in j Tn Astronautics can be applied to explain the complex

-.,ut-ac, Vol. 72, Viscous wave systems generated near a ship bow.

. , ' " (1980), 128-143. A brief review of the state of the art
Corke, T.C., H.M. Nagib, and Y. Guezen- in the application of geometric ray

nec, A o ; " 'n (?riin, Pole, and theory to ship waves was given. Tulin
r a , r Lage caes in Tun- then offered suggestions for avenues of

"4, ;t [ :] layers, NASA CR- further development of the ray theory
165861 (February 1982). that may shed light on nonlinear ship-

Hefner, J.N., L.M. Weinstein, and D.M. wave reflections.
Bushnell, "Large-Eddy Breakup Scheme In the sessions on seakeeping prob-
for Turbulent Viscous Drag Reduc- lems, several new and impressive devel-
tion," in Froarera in Atronautics opments were reported. A paper by Lin,
an -,nauutics, Vol. 72, Vi-cous Newman, and Yue discussed an innovative

zg Ir 9 , tton (1980), 110-127. numerical scheme which can correctly

Mumford, J.C., and A.M. Savill, "Para- demonstrate the process of the detach-
metric Studies of Flat Plate Turbu- ment of the free surface from a vertical
lence Manipulators Including Direct wave maker in horizontal oscillation.
Drag Pesults and Laser Flow Visuali- The free-surface breaking as the conse-
sation," in ,aminar Tur 'hnert Foundr- quence of the flow detachment is a com-

's--r,s'. 7 , Book No. plex nonlinear phenomenon which never
100167 (The American Society of has been satisfactorily modeled by the
Mechanical Engineers, 1983). existing theoretical/numerical methods.

* The investigation is being supported by
the ONR Ship Hydrodynamics Special Focus
Program, and further extension of the
investigation will be continued under
ONR support.

In the sessions on propeller-hull
1984 SHIP-HYDRODYNAMICS MEETINGS interactions, one of the hiahlights was

* the paper given by Jessup, Schott, and
.7 '- Jeffers (David Taylor Naval Ship Re-

' ,. , ', "" search and Devrlopment Center [DTNSIDC1,
US) The, paper described the method of

* F;n: measuring the local propeller blade

*,L
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., us ir laser-Doppler-veloci- Mure (Hi roh ira Unive st 7apan)
r, tor (VI P) technioue. It is not easy to presented an interesting pape-r on the

, , low velocities h an LDV neck vortex and bow wave arcund blunt
,. I- the prr-ssures by miniature bodies. One of his conclusions was that

I ,Ds ona rat ,dlv rotat in model-pro- the free-surface curvature ahead of a
:l!.r iilde. The authors mainly pre- blunt bow has a significant effect on-
sent .. ..mple res.. obtained from a the breaking waves. By introducing a
th.,;,-bladed stndard model propeller submerged bow bulb, which reduced the
nK :nompared some of the results with surface curvature, he experimentally
comuted results. The fact that such demonstrated that the breaking of waves
measurements can be made on rotating can be significantly reduced. His re-
propeller blades impressed the audience search is a good example of a successful

- a great deal. combination of theoretical and experi-
Full-scale ship wake measurements mental investigations.

n ront of rotating propellers by an Tuck (University of Adelaide, Aus-
LDV device wo're reported by Kux and tralia) and Vanden-Broeck (University of~aWdan of HSVA. The measurements made Wisconsin) presented a theoretical paper

or two cargo ships--the ' ':.'uv on searching for a bow shape which does
and the . i7..-, owned )by German not create waves in two-dimensional
shippina cmpanies--were compared to flow. The main objective of the paper
those obtained from the model tests. was to demonstrate numerically that
Only a coalitative ag eement between the there exists a bow geometry for a given

two r-sults wan obtained, indicating the two-dimensional uniform flow which does
r (-c.-d for further extensive investiga- not create bow waves. The bow shape they
tions t(, resolve the complex scaling law found has a bulb-like geometry below the
between the model and the full-scale free surface.

* suip wakes. in the discussion of this Takekuma (Nagasaki Experimental
cr, it was clear that many full-scale Tank, Japan) and Eggers (Institut fUr

iip wake measurements have been under- Schiffbau, West Germany) investigated
Len by the British Ship Research Asso- the effect of bow shape on bow-wave

r-atlon ind the Canadian Research Coun- breaking. Both theoretical and experi-
c-i . DIINSRDC sent an observer to those mental investigations led them to con-
f l- >-cale me.asurements. Power-efficient dlude that a bow form with fine entrance
Ind duLet propulsors are much desired ancle and protruding bulb is effective

(,rcommercial as well as naval ships. in reducing the necklace vortices around
Wi'-LoJt knowing the actual flow field in th, bow.
whi'h.1 i propeller is to be operated, it Dagan and Miloh (Tel Aviv Universi-
IS if :o_ to design with confidence a ty, Israel) presented a highly mathemat-
fror.ller which meets the ever-narrowinq ical paper investigating nonlinear re-
rorargns for powerinq, noise, and vibra- sistance by a Zakharov-type integral

I n nc. Thus, major maritime nations equation. This paper showed a potential
pr hajj ly will con i-ue vigorous research theoretical approach in tackling the
on pre-icting sl,-scale ship wakes, nonlinear wave resistance of a ship.

In the -ession on nonlinear free- Ertekin, Webster, and Wehausen
stir !i:ceprobe, a majority of the (University of California at Berkeley)
papers wer related to ship-bow flows, presented a paper on ship-generated
Fr-] and Kimin (DTNSRDC) presented exten- solitons. The theoretical results ob-
;lx ,ow-f low measurements by an LDV tained by using the Green and Naghdi
dev :Ic, alonq with calculated results theory on directed fluid sheets were
> sed oN the linearized free-surface compared with the computed results of Wu
boiindar': conditions. The LDV device of the California Institute of Technol-
re,,d was capable of measuring simulta- ogy for a two-dimensional pressure patch
ns,, al three vector components of moving on the free surface of a rectan-

,low vfeiocities at a point in the flow gular tank of very shallow water depth.
,id. It was the first result ever In the session on frontier hydrody-

prese t l showing al l three velocity namic problems, Isshiki and Murakami
crpr-o_,nts or the bow flow-field of ship (itachi Shipbuilding Co., Japan) and

The agreement between the meas- Terao (Tokai University, Japan) pre-
uril ind computed rvsults was impres- sented a paper on an innovative concept
tiII-, patt i ilarly for the cross-flow of the so-called "wave devouring propul-

1 ocitie s, itn the bow region up to sion . " The concept is based on the
;I it 7 p_,rcent of the rrodel length aft principle of fish locomotion and bird

r f t he how. The streamwi se velocities flights by an oscillat ing lifting sur-
,and the, free surfacr, elevations on the face. The researchers have shown by
ht I I were not in such good agreement as towing tank experiments that a floating
in #he case no lh( cross-f ow velocit i-,s body with submerged hydrofoi ls can pr(-
a ter 4 perc-r,nt of morl, I length. pe] its',If in the opposite direction to

207
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The wave prepagation. Thp authors sug- progress in ship hydrodynamics research
..est that such a device may be applica- for commercial ships.
> to floating ocean platforms to

counteract the wave-induced drifting. Towing Tank Conference
Chei- and Patel (University of Iowa) The primary objective of the Inter-

s,()w- their new approach to computing national Towing Tank Conference (ITTC)
the thick boundary-layer flows in the is to stimulate progress in solving

rencion of a ship's stern. They used a technical problems associated with tow-
time-rnrching solution of the partially ing tank experiments and also to stimu-
paribuic version of the Navier-Stokes late research in all fields in which a

iutions. The body grid generation and better knowledge of the hydrodynamics of
th-. "finite-analvtic" numerical scheme ships and marine installations is need-
ir s(ling the partially parabolic equa- ed. To help fulfill this aim, the fol-
iens .:.wre elaborately described in the lowina actions are normally taken: (1)
! p r. It apptars that before a practi- recommending standard procedures for A

nur'u?rica] integration of the full general use in carrying out ship- and
r o ke s eruations is available, marine-installation model experiments,

-)nuproxi mate approach by the (2) formulating collective polic y on
uti -ti " parabolic method may be an matters of common interest, and (3) pro-

o! rc ri:to 1means to satisfy our immedi- viding an effective organization for the
- :cs for understanding the flow interchange of information on such

nl, near ship st erns. matters.
T .;--mposium revealed that sub- The major events of the conference

& ;advances ire being made inter- were the sessions featuring reports from
I,* r.-lv in shic hydrodynamics re- 10 technical committees: Resistance,
.rCh. N. umrica t schemes for Propeller, Cavitation, Performance,

1":,gthe norl i.-ar free-surface/body High-Speed Marine Vehicle, Maneuverabil-
i beginning to emerge. ity, Seakeeping, Ocean Engineering,

The '.D is providing a new ap- Information, and Performance in Ice-
ra-,- t- (,V' 7ones that so far have Covered Waters. The reports presented by

S( i -,--such as the ship bow each technical committee were products
'nE, between the propel- of 3-year investigations of the subjects
u . hill. The- nonintrusive na- chosen by the previous conference, held

fh .. ce makes it possible to in Leningrad in 1981. The subjects coy-
. :I:- t 'iw ve Icitis in these ered almost all ship hydrodynamics prob-

. ,h cv ve'icf with further im- lems of current interest, ranging from
..d o the measurements traditional problems such as ship re-

.. .,, u I rct, f'i -sca e ships will sistance to pioneering problems such as
: r;i i'''Kicarhtlv to the under- ice modeling in towing tanks. (The
tci. the law of dynamic simili- details of the committees' reports are

h hetw-er 7- ')del and its mother given in the proceedings of the 17th
,. rroet ship hydrodynamics ITTC.)

, .'h a(, to be placing more One interesting problem involves
I . n '0* Vs 1(ca I low phenomena the uncertainties in the governing
". i, t1.t ;:al (Ilo al q uantities such hydrodynamic similitude laws between a

1ht ,hdr-,nam-n- a ' *rces acting on a prototype and its full-scale ship. Such
.-- r it- eonstrated by the problems are more frequently encountered

.r'(p ints' keen interest in in modeling the viscous resistance,
ir r n f I ws The free- cavitation, and propeller inflow. The

i 0 i bu, noct only scaling problem is also found in ice
I r, i t al s, ni ficant- tewinq tanks. In the past few years, a
w around t h r. ntire number of ice towing tanks have been

:.h, ho tihhles geneia- built throughout the world, reflecting
v ,1,,iikinq cin flow the need to learn more about ship per-
i sh i mnd could formance in icy waters. However, many
-of n )r(puller scientific uest ions-- for example, about

...,-.*:; hat in ' to 10 ice modelina and scaling--need to he
p" .- w. wil have bet- answered before any standard fodeI test-

* , •r ';: :. ru p{_ liltr inflow so inq techniques can be estahlished inter-

,;i, :u I y wak -adapted nat ionally.
The problem of ship resistance in

", t I A L. r ttrung i ts leader- sha]] ow water drew lively discussions.
,:rredvnam fs research; The phenomenon of qeneration of solitary

: ,o4 j: . r trong mlnrit ime wa , s by a ship in a canal of
!. . J par~ and the north-rn shallow water depth and the associated

,i " r r-a ochif ving ripid unstoady resistance seems to be drawing

2(0 R
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a great deal of scientific interest institutions. Many projects, as well as
internationally among the ship-hydrody- the operation of RAL, are directly spon-
r,_mics researchers. New measuring tech- sored by the UK's Science and Engineer-
:iques in cavitation tunnels were re- ing Research Council (SERC).
por tvd. Measurements of the size of
micrutnorticulates in water tunnels and Laser Development and Research
(,,vity thickness by LDV (West Germany, The SFPC-supported CLF was estab-
Japan) and light scattering (Japan) lished in 1975. The main themes of cur-
indicated a promising advance in cavita- rent research can be broadly summarized
tio.n research, as follows:

The conference plays an important
rv0--it helps promote international ]. Laser development. Improvement
cooperation in investigating the techni- and enhancement of an ultra-high-power,
cal problems of conmon interest in versatile, Nd/qlass laser system
marine hydrodynamics and in reporting (VULCAN) . Further development and en-
findings. The -,'th ITTC is scheduled to hancement of a high efficiency fluoride
be held in Japan in the fall of 1987. gas laser (SPRITF) . Expansion and main-

tenance of an ultraviolet (UV) radiation
facility.

2. Plasma physics. Study of ultra-
dense, strongly interacting plasmas of
high net ion charge. Nonlinear interac-
tion of high-intensity laser beams with
matter, parametric instability, relati-
vistic corrections. Energy.' transport in
plasmas, heat flow studies, photonic
energy transport. Laser generated implo-Physics sions, dense plasmas, inertial confine-
ment.

3. Short wavelength research. Ap-
LASERS AND LASER ACCELERATORS AT RUTHER- plication of IV lasers in plasma phys-
FORD APPLETON LABORATORIES, UK ics. Multidisciplinary work with repeti-

" 7 U 7  
t<'a. I. .hOO, _ I;?e!1a[cCS tively pulsed and frequency tunable (TV

. . ..... .ilasers in physics, chemistry, hiology,
.,7" e and materials processing. Application of

-- "l LV lasers to lithography and related
problems in nonlinear integrated optics.

X-ray laser development using inversion
in laser-generated plasmas or induced by

Advanced me thods for generating x-ray pumping from another laser-pumped
i rr:t-line laser svstems and ultra-high- plasma.
encrgy and high-intensity beams of
7ha r jed particles are the focus of The following discussion is re-
several projects of the Central Laser stricted to recent developments and
Facilities (CLF) at the7 UK's Rutherford plans in connection with the laser
Appleton Laboratories (RAL). During my facilities, since most of the particu-
, IsIt in late November, I talked to larly interesting research with laser
people .th inside and outside the laser beams is done by university research
jroup who are developing these novel and groups using the RAL facilities . This
hope fu 11,, revolutionary methods, research will be reported in later

articles in connection with specific
.ackqround visits to the relevant universities.

PAL, near Didrot, Oxfordshire, is The VULCAN Nd/glass laser was de-
I,,cted on a mrodeIrn site adjacent to the signed primarily to be a very versatile
n~sitoric Harwell atomic energy estab- machine. At its heart are two svnchron-
I shnent , employs over 1500 permanent ized oscillators, so that simultaneously

,r-rnnel, nd has an annual expenditure a "long pulse (wbth duration between
,4 more, than I52 million (about $62 0. 1 and 25 ns) and a synchronous "short"
iillIon). The laboratory's major respon- second pulse (with duration that can be'

L, lity is to act as a large-scale rn- varied between 70 pz and 1 ns) can be
tra ' faci ity in service of nationwide produced. This feature makes the system
an, 1 ve it' research. Many scient ists unique. The, two pulse ire independently
trn beth Bri t ish and foreign universi- amplified and can be fed in any confiqo-
+ If nf a extended periods of time car- rat ion into tVO output channels. In
n-in u ut pro;j(,c+ that reo{:ire f-quip- one prepir(d taroet art,a these two out-

no av'a iiable to sirgl- a cade mic ut appeal as a six-beam, symmetricallv
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plac I-L:t put (ftrr uniform, symmetric Japanese scientists, made the ir approach
0 lasm '>erime. ntation) plus one sepa- both prudent and successful.

< beam, whl le for another target area The second remarkable laser at RAI,
a,,, *%,w singlot-beam outputs avail- is the very-high-power KrF gas LV lc ser

:bre. A ru. or improvement project is SPRITE. it is pumped by an elect ron beam
rrrto-.tl, bt2 ing implemented: the re- of 0. 75-MeV energy. This UV laser is a

s 5archers are going to a 12-beam system pioneering machine in a worldwide coo-
w hich is hVped to be fully operational text. Currently it produces 250-J pulses

lato spring this yeac. After improve- of approximately 60-ns duration. Th is
Sl aadte 1983, the researchers corresponds to about 4-GW average. -rwer.

twu chains of rod amplifiers, The wavelength is 249 nm. The availalhe
aoh ctaining six stages, and then power supply ]imits presently the ret- -
3, -h n e six beams (12 within a year) tition rate to I per 5 minutes. The beam

through separate disk amplifiers, has a large, 25-cm diameter and, L,%..a-h of the current seven output beams usino an unstable resonator uainity, RAL

ha a similar performance with up to has succeeded in producing a Iuhily
- available in i-ns pulses (or 50 J focused beam of only 100-i5rad div, r-

iii 0-p pulses). Thus, a total of gence. There are ambitious plans to c:()-
maximal energy can be concentra- siderably improve the s.stem in 'aa

-r e present multi-beam system, future. In this work, SPRITF wil -1
-:soque.ty>, power levels of 4 TW have used as the main power ampli fior i r

'eed, which makes VULCAN the new laser system currently under r, -
t i-owertul laser system in Europe. struction. The goal is to pro(duce 1 -

eW h, te alterations in progress, a to 200-J pulses of only ]-ns lenot I
1 e t2 erq': of 30 kJ will be soon corresponding to about 200-GW pow-_ . The.

Shie '~d ir the 12 beams so that only output will be divided into eight beims,
1.ih Iiermore NOVA (which just became concentrating their energy in a s'.(,mt -

pentw-lil) will supersede it. The ric arrangement onto a tarqe*. The fr:v'
i- ' o te is 1 in 30 minutes in will be achieved by compressing the v.i-

I.dr eperatior1. The fundamental sently available power by a combn-at:
W c c th .,m (nominal). But the of angular optical multiplext 1 I

Snd (.% m) and third (0.35 um) Raman amplification in gaseous .
.:':-vnirs arn , ow also routinely used, The output wavelength will be :

thu fourth (0.26 tm) is soon likely a bit to 268 nm since this is t L t i
),Mome more than an experimental Stokes-Raman wavelenath of C11,.I

ac -" ment. The proper operation of are long-range plans to u. II
h' .. 3-m-wa'.'elength setup is particu- achieve an output of sev(ral kil .

,tri- in-,or~ant for x-ray laser experi- The current interim s.-rte- h
, : cheduled for next year. An- tested successfully and app]i, S -

tip rovement, now in progress, is ly, for example, for produoi ,ot '%-i
ri, Ir allIiti n of more efficient ficiently x-rays in laser pliss .

*cu p[tics. Thin is also impor- Dr. R. Evans, a senior ri-ni
I ' r *hi planned x-ra- laser experi- the group who showed me around, - I

an interesting aside; he said the 1
i br' interesting to compare got into fluoride laser do': leoinert

' liA ultra-high-power laser develop- because the US Department of I Erf
,nt pr -,t V VULCAN to that of the stopped anticipated further eve.'eiopment

PTXI project at the Max Planck Insti- in this area, and "someboy,' had to d
; '' C(I|.) at G r :hing ( : 39-4:165-169 it."
' ' ) . The MP -- after pievious work

wh i ,ir!e Nd/glass laser system--felt Beat-Wave Laser Accelerators
1-,- whi1r enrg', increase is possible, It is now almost a quarter of a

-'fffici-.nc would s!)on reach a limit. century since the first proposal war
Th(,refore,, r,,searchers at MPI decided to made to use a laser for accel rat in-

aloo n (1 (-ea--namely, that of the charged particles to extremely hich
i d-e itom laser. They succi-eded, and velocities. Subsequently a laige variety
h -,:ta

+ ion rt greatly increased of proposals were put forward. These cai
I -" : usti fle'd. On the other be grouped into categories like near-

I-, ', P .llowd h, example of the field accelerators, far-field accelera-
: ,I rare', and in particular tors, inverse Cherenkov acceIerators,

r- :' rh on the glass laser and beat-wave accelerators. Many re-
S -rmnoro. Th,y felt that searchers--including Dr. J.D. Lawson in

ie wa. tfr-r to fol low and the Technology Division of RAT, ann a
ton desins than to develop noted accelerator scentist--biov-
rre : I, s laser. The availability that the best and perhaps only

it rir:, I tional X[.rt is, including chance of really achieving spectacular

210
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I' nrJ fie' As is atlu-d in- the IOSr, what raootrs d, t,,rmiro- luV:!.,sCi-
- -1 -f ' -],dic Y, owd ,'w ( ar rranq- fe o "stagi r'. "

L w lectromaw _ t to Wavs---pe- .Ito questions ri; t-d were: What can t[
w , w eRer-getic labtsr 1ams ass'e''d bout th. laser o; ios? For how

,,, . and _+'..--are simul I- I: a pulse ca:. the chann be sustain-
.'c d into a p. lma, t: o: d with resonan t plasma? What are the

..... is ., , c - he p ,m , !iv- -,we ,p uls- length, and repetition rate
(s'n, m b , a m-at-wJ ,'' ., 11 r.cmd to sat .sf. basic design require-

: -. . : it, in" v nts- < What irF 'q effect of multiple
S, n ie . " lru!a r.: .- t t W I: Oil pnd PW a roise on the beam

-.. •" . -- " " parti r . f 'itt ,n-" . And so forth. So tar there
e s' a' .)] FhY .. 1 1' - e rn sa5 v -isactry an§wers. Mealn-

a " AI: a 1 >azu whi 1,, :;ri i et s are planned in the US
." ^..i,-h " vls wY. to r, sottr nj up and detect ing a beat

*". - ' : . "A , r h' ThaI'' Wa,; also a lot of enthusiasm
.. . . .. ':1, - trar311hvet' , xpru-giv a, P in" erntiional acc.era-- 1".- At I s : ; nr, - " , :,rno at Frascati, it , ,  

at

I n. : .i r ± e: I r t :: +~ n. A- ' S (a ' pt'pt-mbt, r.
Y " . :hay : M t ,c Tt'>rC in, now hope." that d -sp -,

.. : lt ( _ .. .s . u', d thn 1>,cy v ton' § the PA study group's
Y: . The wI'' st rper' , An exp rir,t. t with beat

'I -- _ ; t ,- . t hat waves wr. . s( he sot up i In the . lH t
-'t', p.'. s " t .l : '2.. 1wo: wirns: If the accelerator commu-

''- :' t pq to ., thi fhb !anr- rt" : to rak,- p ,yn-ss, thern it will
. - , :. ,rated by thet' ponderoum.- he c-,ssar' that acceloral (r physicsts

' ', E the plasma particles, ac.quire some uraerstarding of plasma
.r is prop iA-oAl to thfe physics, and also that p Amu phynicists

fQ. a;.raqed square of th find out what - A it that aeoCleratwr
-,ld strength (The uradient poi le rood t . know and kht the at

z-: boatiro of th tA laser ti'vlng t o

P wr,., we ho second-order
" :1 " -,r tio,:.. on the sqtualn o)f the"

7 . angmuir waves are

-', : I the ' imitina am- '

ab, a. ove) , and it can
K, -'n : ,x mum value of the

,' , t : " ield is

LASER RhSLAI(' AT IMPERIAL COLLEGE,! ~ ~ ~ ' , .- • ) , D,) PN ---

n . :r u l2 1 ''. T h u s , z " ' "

''' I + ':r. 1 a e f i id Lr

:-l' -p-ertac'lar, While optics is probably one e the
p 7 , ;7 APsitb s. Untor- 'ar lst explored subfields of physics,

to. 'r- ' ,M n, cannot le th. last 25 years have led to a new
I it ,' A mpliC: I quoden age. The advent of ,cuantum optics

* *' '' r 'so ,/ that the and quantum electronics opened up new
'w," artd I (Tlt vistas both in our basic understanding

-' .- : lo .v', id t he of phenomena and also in uncountable
t ' - '' 9 1.: - 'h, -A'' o.P rator fields of applications. Indeed, lasers,
7 i J, - -, . .. n 5 . r ,- es ,,r- ' h'e 'r example, are now used in areas as

. . (,'A -~a ',rard r', ;'a'tr' ul,) divers, as military and weapons applica-
- ', , . :' " , in, r, f i.(1s, communicaton, metrology, SUl-

i t ' , : '." "! 'his ('xcitIt.C; ju'ry, I:anufacturi:g technoloqy, spectre-
- ,or P-h re isC Co L ,ar'C entet ainment. These appli-

7 ''!C t '-CII1, I lnk n t: :5 -pend crtcially on continuinq
'u P 'l I I r 1'-5, , 1 1 - fnt-I ir- rso ,-s h. Nonlinear optical

" L' :' ' 1 '. r ' a r re - pli r c m,'II -ee' more and more into focus

I r-io ,l -(- d''tI .. C t As th- iin '.5 - make lasers "deliver"
I. l Any-'. ;- l:, (r husi t ", 'Wt.t as;ks . ProtC lfms like shorteninq

1 u', rr '' u i ons> I s p l s ' 0 second durations
' , ' fir i ret r-t has ai,'''iy rr CdP-lopinq hiqhly tunable lasers with

,,':1 q'l " it btIl i(d tip Cp'C, l, ' ,uffiri , '' ner'y output and efficiency
m.' ,' I h',i S AI r f r ' I rxl- I I I1, - 12 opt i rt] communicat ion (base'd

An C ;-' ,1 ca, C of- u . It her n, ;emicrenductor3 or cC)]lr-c('n-
- , ] ' " . lh! •. I, I 1 0' t'~r ( 'C~r tOICCIOIC (crystals) are front ier
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d-y -f na',t i - Y-'-i rrh Ak ira'. VP n ?t i pust I f t j tprr n n f' I -

'C:A1-, a ti r as aI f or '.A ', C: ) i 7, ( ' ri - i,%. d F r -!

!--i th 91 ic jo qw nrs'x 1

*P r7~ a, 'n'on n'a r~ t> i-u t a - In F~ i'

'T' :, . t' I, , , I , 1-r, I ~ , h 1 1it Y : f outI -wV' 7' 1.1XA 7n

Atk 15 1 I a nst i - £04'' " ut47ing to 4im 'F'S

L 't h .pr ic cal f tw-p:uo *ans"t 7 ' 101w I

* ,b~ of~ 24, n'ais' Contflosl. tun 3 A:in

wa- QA t~nt'. 1 ,V i 17r1g with 's-lb

V - 7PIzheA, fo raiation fn'r a- ''nd dy laser.

It .- q went i- nIJ sk"a hir in FiquL A -sin-

s i-ned., among merci a: li.bn '-':m MC'I 4-Snier

7 by tatistical (I 303 nm) was na. to plump: two
* . '-v-fte and narr' ' atdiwctr. u's- loe oss 1lators,

4 ' . "5crtv are eatc, raving . 'Lain of amlifiers. OIne
it dye*'-. o oscillatr Owint C-unarmn 107) won

--n :'n '--!lighr tuned to 4c £17 : , Ir? frhf ( othe r (w i-fh
m inar about Phodarint 1 U?) w.~an tmnable- hn ws'en 6H1

* '-- Urtment ' and A50 :-. The 4 5411 later- used a

* : . -- 'i . -h,-adtud ' razinq irc'idec'o q it ing for boith is-
1. o about P -! nn~ and bpar. expansion4 T(ut the

t - sno ''-s "und la ser alIso r nor riurdodafou r flpii sr-

r a1 -cup rt imam expandebr) Th- rt-oarninq 90 p~orrInt
* r!,g Re- of t-he M.CI pump be'5o was used to pump

D-Ienc:o, two 01% lifiens in -ib armn 'f tire dye
1" :71a'r (- 54l I >,,rsstem. -ht 5 airplI isctio£5 wt-re

V~ r se t- x-80 rod A-, gr>'noro outprr- s or -. a nrC and
n:- 5ov wpn - 1.5 mnJ, r'spect:"r'ln. The pulse durratior

nmpove- was nt Fs. Next , tIre 499-nwr beam was
-111 ,il'l. Zo:s' nn~ a ftrs i urn pe n t abon a t e

c ' -: '< nt r- lie 'renov-drrl.l ing crysta. The second
- . . ,'sr I r t: 5 r 7 0 5 c (genera toPd wi th an efficiency

a o Y n'' X; Ui of Abu 1 peroteit) was recoillimated arrd
- ., cu>l, 41 i -ra hrouub a EF excimer amplifier,

*a -n 'h 'M~ £ ritrnqle pas-s gaint of about x0CO.
A' i syi- -tu between the

S,' f~') 1 ting XeC] laser and the KrF amplifier
pu . Se 111 F.''' 1.chuieved? using c Ileve rlI' arranged

- 4 -'-:ru' tiun thynit ion switch. s. ) With tire use of a
;' nor-ft n d i'-oti'ic coaitud mirror, the amplified

4 ~ ~ r t- :''..r put. c, 249.6-nm beam and the 630-nm beam were

;j ;ru- d 5rrins i conibi-no- a nd cc I Iromat ed. The combined

-tt

t ru at srny

d r tun !, FV i, ds 1: 1 A, "Itio

V: . _T F N.1J

'-. h ,C T r'' j '_1c5 t -nr l

4 c I i - no

n± I nr' Z4Q.t nm-

k f tt b

17-'' 1t rf'
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i.: productior capabilities have de',el- culture, forestry, qulg', h'dr1nyV,
up"! from a sound national research land uti i]zation, topogiaph'q, a:r ulaci-
pi;qram fucued on defense, sciunti fic, ology. StudieS o1n a gl1,a! scale of the

.n: ]mi. and societal tchronq1oyV r- structure and composition of thp middle
vat!,Me.ts. atmosphere have improve our .r-derctdnd-

ing of the i nterplay het,,en solar radi -
atinn, -:- s.,a chem q-r. and dynamics,
and, as a result, aVk enhanced the
assessment o.E their influence on the
critical ozone layer. Finally, precise
and accurate tracking ot satellite tra-
jectories has improved our knowledge of
the shape of the Earth, its qravi tation-
al field, and the relative motion of itsSpace Sciences ln ass
land masses.

In all these areas, the potential
for future development and exploitation

ESA'S F ]h PPCCRAM N EARIH OBSERVA- of remote sensing observations from
..NS space is immense. The principal c.>nsid -

erations which have gone into the ESA
. .. . Q . i t o program for Earth observations are as

-2 KICS _ , follows: a strong scientific and indus-
Y ii-, s for - trial base exists in Europe in the high-

" .:.c '-- 0 Rrisnk tech and communication areas of optical,
n" ;.." ., ''t ant ,, .zoc infrared, and microwave technology such

7-c : <:t "cntc, as radar and lidar; a continuing need

'. ' -"- :. Pa owzt , for exists for future flight opportunities
- .. to test new instruments for remote sen-

sing which may be developed by universi-
ties or research institutes (through

T., u hp -n. Space Agency (ESA) has funding by national sources) ; the pro-
.. rplt ted A study and published a gram must be closely coordinated with

", -.... Itrled o, i)- g existing and planned international acti-
which presents a perspective on vities in Earth observations; and a

: *>- "tare scientific and application demonstrable requirement exists for
-r !; i: Earth ohservations. This is routine monitoring on a global basis in

o '+ i r: program within ESA, as dis- order to study temporal variations of
r he- mandatory scientific pro- critical parameters.

1 ,p , whcse futur- was discussed in F.Z, As was done in the Horizon 2000
-.- 4:5-1-3 (1985). The term optional program document (PiP" 39-4:169-173
S:.. t hat mom-rr states can decide [1985] ) , the ESA Earth-observation pro-
:' iL,!': - -whether or not to partici- gram is based on four cornerstone mis-

sion areas: (1) enhanced European par-
ticipation in satellites for meteorolog-

- ,'k~round ical research, and in particular devel-
Durinq the past 25 years, a new opment of a second generation METEOSAT

K Kal pzspectiv , of man's environment to be placed in geostationary orbit; (2)
*' ,,v+p,:?. As a result, a better the establishment of a balanced program

, ir, ~ has emerged of the complex of research, eonvelopment, and operations
,wcht i'm, '4ich occur between the in ocean/ice observations following the

t1,,qphro, oceans, ice regions, and first European Remote Sensing satellite
r. b sur. . Already observations mission, ERS I ; (3) a major mission for

i ,ir rhi t:g and geostationary all-weather monitoring and optical ob-
S' :'-e chash.A's METEOSAT are servation of the land surfaces; and (4)

* ,t ina-1-: within Euirope in develop- a major mission which can exploit pre-
, - I .vil metorological forecasts cise measurement techniques for solid-
.:.h ar, ,:-ful fur up to 5 or 6 days. Earth geophysics.

".W t- Ssin' a.c: techniques have been de- It is also hoped to be able to con-
lq ,"d to nhnw:ve the sea state and duct several flights of the retrievable

w 1 1 be u. -d on ESA's f irst rpmote sen- EURECA platform, providing in-orhit
sing sdt"Ilite, F S 1, to be launched in testing of advanced instrumentation and
"99?. Its dita will be exploited for launch opportunities for other areas
shipping, commerce, the offshore indus- such as middle atmosphere research, in
try, and other appLcations. In addi- which a dedicated ESA mission has not
fion, remote sensing of land over a yet been developed. ESA considers it im-
broad electromagntic-frequency spectrum perative that European mission plans be
is now used in many fields such as agri- coordinated with other countries, such
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ndustry which also manufactures the in the universi ty academic structure,
mrateriel' , except for a small portion the RoyalI Institute of Technology in
whic~h may. be procured from foreign Stockholm is preeminent in the engineer-
R"Urces. The FMV s research reeds are ing and physical sciences for defense-

m et by the National Defence related research. The University of
P>prcf institute, but FMV's role Gdteborg and the Uiniversity of f~und are

1 ~ ~ '~ cagut h esearch and development involved in high quality research in the
,ul ; t(- -ercise qualified program human sciences and pvscholo'. for de-

panipmot and direction. Of the total fense-related efforts in complex know-
Swtdi~ mlitrydefense expenditure for ledge organization and training and

t , W 84 inw! ear of over testing analysis. The Uppsala Universi-
svr~ 1 Kilion, research and development ty is strong in mathematics and computer

muntei.d t" nearly SKr2 billion or science, as is the University of Linkilp-
i 'p t' tha hibr' percent of the ing, where research in artificial intel-

t~l u-ae hiaue' Mfore than 90 per- ligence as well as very high speed par-
-n this Pd expenditure gjoes to allel processing has resulted in the
indslV.mainly in the form of develop- development of high speed, high through-

"t tdas;for special projects or put computer processing hardware. In
'in this way the Swedish the areas of aerospace research, the

A~vs- uthorities contribute to Aeronautical Research Institute (FFA) in
n i 'ino ?wedun's high technological Bromma is the primary government aero-

:s. The SKrl,921 million R&D nautical research organization. Addi-

!;iuz in fiscal year 19U3-84 is tionally, the Chalmers Institute of

Millionsfluid mechanics.

of S- r Conclusion
................... 250If there is still question or doubt
. ............... 94concerning Sweden's research and tech-

...................... 1,251 nology capabilities in the aron-I
........ rlt':.............326 defense and scientific endeavor, wensi-

.......................... 1,921 der the high quality, hicht(P'fo'
manufacturing output from this ' t'(

i mphasis on air force P&D ly small country of less than. :n r'il on

ishased on the full-scale people. Saab and Volvo both rinfa re
i -re qnaid development ef-- high qaiyvhce nlt _ i

nTin 1984 on the JAS-39 tips that are exported all -iQ
1' Q combat aircraft. Five world. Ericsson and Phi lips ati o

d*_ une construction at highly regarded ror~uniratir n(
7, ! inkoping and will first electronics firms in the w"-~ -ak

Withnut seriously impact- place. Bofors is well kr"Y fp r p'-' -~

doe 1opment e ffort , how- sion opt ics, peI ct ro-ci t in's arK r-i-
r linh government plans to systems as well as 5 r ' e r~.'

nn spending in the area gun, and ot her wra pvnx v r Y w, I-
7 rinwarfare (ASW) hased on merit and rnanufw'tre .100- A,1

n t s into its territorial among t he 1 ead 1 1 1
i ed" submarines and companies caj ihl" a

.eus. In his program ing, and marufapt'u:
i :f-sefor 1985-1990, the well as high pvrf ir

'~~ecommander General fighter aircraft '

,: seith- Swedish gov- significaint f''
idi't p'' SKr900 million materials and wno

"f '''lerwater alarms, plete manrfa-'tui ik : ;.
10qh ASW aircraft and duc' ma ]or [P i t<' ir ! .

. the procurement for the RAS-? ' ' :A

I -to~s. General Ljung Volvo F lyqmot or Slf .
!"f' 'se measures to he sign ing and lee, I

r 1 1 : q nt " and pIa ns to coiiibist ion chaink-rs! si K
1 q n-i K ion from the army rocket engine "r 'he F':

":. th navy , plus a srm- Agency. Sweden is a r 14 ' v

1,r'h- air force budget, in ers in ferrous metal iAiny' 'n 1'

;i - bte upgrade of the ASW tion of high qual ity stt-(' ' ,'

are also highly rf'g.aided i! ,r

alloys and welding truhnigo'. A Ii
P esp-c oh Act ivities become the European 1 eadhri n W. n

'nn i ther centers of excellence and automated mano factuii ;ncvit
1, r- are iteI in Sweden. With- Many of these high quality 'manufartur ni
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s3okrltific disciplines of. mnathematics, FOA-5 is the Human Studies Depart-
m n'i tr rv and physics and purszue re- merit, which has two of its divisions

se2iro -,in the areas of explo-_sives and located in Karistad, some 300-km west of
~',prc ec tiles and rockets, weapons Stockholm. It is planned by the mid-

aind plat forms, propulsion and 1980s that the remairdfer of the in.sti-
e, we ,,pons effects to materiels, tute, which is now in Stockholm, will Le

mlic es vulnerability and surviv- relocated to Botkyrka, a Stockholm sat-
.iciidinq; protection by armor, ellite community 20 km to the south-

1 em nc,, an d c.bscurants. This West. This department is invn ivedi ii!
r i tlhe largest in FOA, research on the human condition in war

0h ;ersons ianarud and on the man-machine interface. T1a

F 1 1P,:Irea . The department has personnel are mainly involved ini mc icil
rronsibility associated and behavioral scientific re!search. TheI

_itrnr'itional development in nudle- department is divided into unit or
4,cnuloqv and thus gathers army medicine, naval medicine, itw

rl.cg fr desian and evalua- medicine, behav.ioral sciences, b~ioth
various, nuc-lear weapo-ns protec- nology, anr d envi rn-mnta I tCC hnor gv.

re ai U eS The department also The- ultimate air. of the re se-Ir c-h i s to
-zE:!a~-iIts~imological array station improve the conditions andfuti '

''11hin the country, the human in the defensezr onvi ronmei.t.
The ADoliod Electroniics Department,

FA- , mplo~ys somewhat less than 400 The Defence- Materiel_ Ac'ni~rnistrat-In
ciworking in the areas of elec- FIMV also is directly uec

cand optical methods for collect- direction and quidance o h eii
icesingand interpreting infer- Qovernment through the M(-D, as how i

obItained by7 electromagnetic and Fig~ure 1; but in its daily rout i i.(, it
io )Us'i, wave propiagcation and detection. follows directives and ouch d(i '''s

-i' -.. applications include communica - by the Supreme Commander I

'1), reconnaissance, guidance, and Forces, his Defence Sta fi1
u insystems as well as the coun- manders-in-chief of the th'' r i

Itmosres against sucrh sy.,stems. The services. FMV's mission is f
'h'nirl-'nt is also, involved in the study the national defense wi ch t i

oets ad, protection against the and other defense supplie5 i(c %s
crmgntcpulIse (EMI') gjenerated by effective res stance against 1r.,w

re xmrlosions and the study of the equipped and dell-trained n1"
of radiation on ele-ctronic com- see that this materielp'"

adsystems;. The department has maintained and stored. Thf
Ici ldivisiorns, including information of defense materiel for ih
n r-.n, opfronics , communications, responsible exceeds SKrISC i

""p nin ad cir cui t s, radar and this equipment consists of mnr-'
rcnr nma t ionr, guidance and( sont- million different typos o:, arti,

<rs cSee and countermeasures, hydro- FMV is dividedo into SIX '

Io "stires, nN'r' protection and electro- that employ over 30(0' ul
"TI;r( propacqat ion, whoml are military prcno

1hePsarch Pepa rtment-, FtmA-4, governed by a maao tboa r, t-
'1"r IIv2-,, t, sed in Umea, which is d irect or cen- ral onf Flo,' i s Mr. c-

j~, 7)-m orth of Stockholm. Th e Ternryd, who is chairrni (if ttm e ;t
.1- rne nr(. is"tvolved in analysis of mont board. T he( Ce(.n tralI Manra r ,

S-i,,1; i oIiog ic l:1 , a nd chemic-al warfare partment is cha rged w ith 11t
i'T, _1rd the' i I eff ects upon the human direction o)f FMV's tvt s0
Th'- effocts of conv.entional wea- remain i ng f iv e depar tmets, t JhI (f t

* 1't also,- stujdie d. This research mainlyrepnil fnsytm in
n c nyu I ys personnel in the scien- mate-riel defvelo cpmre nt , and(1 rai

ic '' "isciplinies of organic chemistry, tasks related to their respec(t i''e -11
h~'<s rtoxi roloqv and pharmacol- ice branches--t he Arm,,,, N,' Aii
m c-rob imo gy, radi obiology and Mat enie Depairtments. !-~mh is, hej!-

lcyas well as applied phys- a ma ier qene ral or no ii onr~ ~
tidlies in these fields resuilt in other two) deparm Ct are mbure

krrWl edge which mna be appli-d in Acticyit ies Department , reIsibl
I. volpmrent of antidotes and of comamercial anrd locral m at ters, *. th

i -it for detct ion, protection, and Joint Support ActI iv it i s F'' i cnt
*in' i n"a t ion. Ynowledge ga inted by which is loc-ate-d in Ka r Is ad; - rc1 -io' i r' -

tisand by constant survei 1- sible for splworksoamm m
I nonaioaltrends, is also services.

r I m 'rhn ica I ass istance to Swe- Defense mate(,r ielI do',
-viqa fi r, a t arms limitation togeth-r with rcost ~

is prima-Irilyv carr-id ouIt I
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through the Skagerrak and Kattegat, Swe- Swedish Defense Organization
den is located in a strategically ex- To conduct this required planning
posed position between the Soviet north- and development strategy for procurement
ern front and the NATO alliance nations of military defense systems, the Swedish
on the northern flank of western Europe. government, through the Ministry of De-
in this geopolitical situation, Sweden fence (MOD), relies on the Supreme Com-
maintains a strictly neutral, nonaligned mander of the Armed Forces ind his De-
posture in foreign policy, supported by fence Staff, the National Defence Re-
a strong majority of the political par- search IPstitute (FOA) , and the Defence
ties and the people. because of her Materiel Administration (FMV) to meet
avowed neutrality, Sweden cannot rely the country's defense requirements. This
upon assistance from other countries for overall government organization is shown

i defense. The country must be prepared in Figure 1, which illustrates the
to defend against various types of ag- interrelationships of the various agen-
gression, which calls for a total de- cies and major institutions invol-ed in
fense system comprising the armed for- planning and executing Swedish defense
ces, civil defense, psychological de- policy. The Riksdag, as the supreme
tense, and economic defense. The total legislative body in Sweden, appropriates
defense force must be strong enough to money for public expenditure, and thus
deter any potential aggressor and, exercises some control over development

I should Sweden be attacked, to withstand of national defense policy. FOA, like
'he first onslaught, even if it is a other defense organizations, reports
surprise attack, directly to the MOD; however, the

As a result of this alliance-free Supreme Commander has the right and
policv, Sweden must primarily rely on responsibility on behalf of the total
her own resources for the development of defense effort to assign priorities to
the various parts of this defense the various research areas and studies
P tructure. Fortunately, Sweden is the being conducted by FOA. FOA is respon-
leading industrial, economic, scienti- sible for Swedish defense research, and
tic, and military power in Scandinavia. the scope of the institute is according-
This accounts for the expenditure of ly very wide, covering disciplines such
about 20 billion Swedish kronor (SKr), as chemistry, physics, medicine, mathe-
about $2.2 billion, for defense, or matics, information technology, psycho-
about 7 percent of the total government logy, and social sciences. The primary
hudget in the 1983-84 fiscal year. This purpose of FOA's work is to provide
amount must be viewed against the back- basic and applied research in support of
ground of the country's chosen foreign the Swedish defense effort; however,
policy. Because Sweden's nonaligned many of the results of such basic and
r'(osture precludes reliance on defense- applied research benefit the civilian
system procurements from foreiqn na- sectors of the society as well. As the
tins, the government must fund and chief agency of Swedish defense re-
carry out extensive R&D efforts for search, FOA also has the program-manage-
defense within the country. Because of ment responsibility for defense research
this, a sizable portion of the Swedish produced by other agencies. Contrary to
de!,fensP budget must be allocated to what is common in most other countries'
research, development, and procurement defense organizations, however, FOA is

defense materiel and weapons systems. not concerned with developing defense
T costs for such materiel run high due materiel. This generally comes under

the relatively small quantities the purview of FMV, which has the re-
procured or manufactured. Defense sponsibility for the development, test-
matriel accounts for about one-half of ing, procurement, maintenance, and stor-
the, total budget of the armed forces, age of military weapons systems and

-nd of this amount about 90 percent is other defense materiels and supplies
spr;t on domestic production. The needed to equip the nation's defense
.r'n,,rtainty -nd diversity of conditions forces. Each of these organizations and
Inder wh Lh Sweden' -, defense forces their associated defense research and

L a (" engaqe( nc essItates planning development efforts will be described in
tor r.-e-arch and fechnological develop- more detail below.

, I. s with both short-term and long-
f, rrr Ai-,'tives. A short-term objective The National Defence Research Institute
Is h' development of new defense FOA is organized into five depart-
r],, i is and mat-r eI processes. A ments and a staff unit (Figure 2). The

(1-*,rm objective is forecasting the main FOA organization comprises some
Pr, css i n ftechnological. fields that 1300 personnel in the staff and five

!-) ,,-crome sinf ti cant for military departments. Most of the organization
pp 1 :ci 1n. is located in Stockholm, although some
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.ocems to have maintained its share of many of them multinationals, determine
ftndi ng in the early 1980s after a the pace and direction of company-
stoady decline durinq the 1970s. Despite financed industrial R&D. Such companies
this continued support, university R&D are responsible 'or perhaps two-thirds
is stagnating. For example, the proper- of all industrial R&D. For example,
tion of national R&D performed by higher General Motors in the US commits about
education is falling in almost all coun- as much money to R&D each year as indus-
tries for which comparable data are try in Italy or as government and indus-
available, try combined in Sweden.

The increase in US defense R&D
spendinq (from 50 percent of total qov- Ordering the Report
ern"ent R&D expenditures in ]980 to 70 The OECD report is intended to set
percent in 1984) has not been mirrored the scene for later reports that will
in France, the UK, and most other coun- evaluate the impact of R&D on society.
tries with significant work in defense The report is divided into five chap-
R&D. Even before the upturn, the US ters; the first describes general trends
Department of Defense was by far the in OECD countries, and the other four
largest single R&D funding body in the deal with OECD member countries grouped
$ ECD countries, spending the equivalent according to the size and structure of
of the whole West German national R&D their national R&D efforts.
effort, or seven times as much as the The report examines trends in the
largest individual firm. At the same total amount of financial and human
time, private-sector R&D funding now resources for R&D, the contribution of
exceeds total government military and the public and private sectors to the
ronmilitary R&D spending in the US. financing of national R&D efforts, and

On energy R&D, the US government the varying roles of industry and the
cut .ederal spending to 5 percent of universities. Public support for R&D is
total government R&D in 1984 (12 percent further analyzed in terms of socioeco-
in 1980)--largely by eliminating costly nomic objectives, with special attention
demonstration plants. There are signs being given to energy, health, and de-
that funding is leveling off elsewhere. fense programs. The report also presents
Italy spends more than France or the UK trends in R&D by the major industry
on gu.ernment support for energy R&D. groups--for example, engineering and

electronics, chemicals, and aerospace.
Industrial R&D To order the report, which costs

In almost all OECD countries, the S77, write to: OECD Publications and
amount of R&D financed bv industry grew information Center, Suite 1207, 1750
more rapidly than that funded by govern- Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
ment. In addition, company-funded R&D 20006-4582.
continued to grow more rapidly in the
earl, eighties than total industrial
activities. Company funds represent
more than two-thirds of all industrial 2/5135
R&D in almost all countries. The main
exceptions are countries with big de-
fense and aerospace programs.

In the early eighties, governments' SWEDISH DEFENSE POLICY AND R&D ACTIVITY
contribution to industrial R&D picked up
again after a decade of decline. In the by "A1P -. .w'Jide Coburn, %V. CA/!T
[IS, this reflects the recovery in de- -oburr ';t' director o' the NaraZ
,'nse R&D programs, whereas in the other App Iiatz,a -. 4 ion Pd the Aeroepcee

countries the funds are from programs to .y'tvm. Kf'-,ioer fori ot, ari, acrospace
stimulate economic development. reocroh and t';hno/cg~ in ,urope and

The main feature of industrial R&D 'be,' hfM i do - for the C.'io e of ,uova
is its concentration in a few countries, 1rs -ir'oh '3 ondon rnoh Off7i.c.
with about 90 percent of the total per-
formed by the US, Japan, West Germany,
France, and the UK. Industrial R&D con- Sweden, although relatively small
tinues to be performed mainly in manu- in population with approximately 8.3
facturing industry and within manufac- million people, is quite large in area
turing in the engineering and chemical and is geographically located in a cri-
industrien (during the 1970s, the elec- tically strategic military position in
ironic and electrical industries over- the Scandinavian northern flank of west-
t,,k aerospace in spending on R&D). ern Europe. With her entire eastern

The OECD report identi fies another shoreline on the Baltic Sea and her
;iqri ficant aspect of industrial R&D-- southern approaches flanking the only
the degree to which larqe companies, warm water .ntrance to the Baltic Sea
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R&D is concentrated in a few large
countries, with nearly half the overall

e effort performed in the US. The US,
Japan, West Germany, France, and the UK
account for about 85 percent of the
total spending. The US, West Germany,

R&D SUPPORT INCREASING IN OECD COUNTRIES the UK, Japan, Switzerland, and Sweden
now devote the highest percentages of

"' . f- . ,,;huffcY. r s GDP to R&D.
' C e :6,n eotes. R&D has grown quickly in Japan,

averaging 8 percent growth a year at
fixed prices during the 1970s and 10Fundinq for research in some West- percent a year during the early 1980s.

ern countries iF recovering from a
10-year slump, according to a report Japan's share of all OECD R&D funding is

published by the Oraanization for Eco- about 17 percent, up from 10 percent in
S and Development 1969.nic Cooperation a The countries of the European Eco-

(OE'C29)C.nomic Community (EEC) are increasing R&D

7er ? cte 1'c focuses spending at only about 3 percent a year

-c trends in the funding and structure at fixed prices. The EEC countries spend
4 national R&D efforts during the 1970s about 30 percent of the OECD countries'

anexainl r e ts dur the 1980s. total bill for R&D, but this share isand examines prospects for the 1980s.

The report is concerned with R&D in OECD now declining after some growth in the

member countries; funding in countries early 1970s.In the US, total R&D expenditures
such as the USSR and Fast Germany is not I n the eal totas but thendrecovs
included. fell in the early 1970s but then recov-

ered strongly. Recently, the US has

National R&D Trends been increasing its R&D support by 5

A general recovery in R&D spending percent a year. Still, the US share of
all OECD R&D funding fell from 55 per-

in the late seventies has continued into cent in 1969 to 46 percent in 1981,
the eighties, according the the report. according to the OECD report.
R&D has grown more rapidly than gross
domestic product (GDP) in all major Government Support
economies and most Nordic countries Although most OECD governments are
(Figure 1). trying to limit budget increases, R&D

,,Al'" ,*,. - '"". " -_

"* a 5--"" ......... U.-... ..

ME .E"C,.N

.............. °

* * -. J" <- *-4I - .a

Figure 1. Gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) as a percentage of GDP.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup.

supported by JOERS falls into two main the Raman interaction, this function now
areas: provides information on the distribution

of the polarization properties of the
1. Investigation of the nonlinear fiber. If these properties are influ-

optical properties of materials suitable enced by an external aqent to be meas-
for drawing into fibers on which distri- ured (stress in the actual device, but
buted fiber sensors could be based, it could be, for example, temperature,

2. Development of novel, high- vibration, magnetic or electric field),
speed, data acquisition and signal then the measurand may be mapped along
t rocessing techniques suitable for use the length of the fiber. The output
in distributed sensor applications, signal provides a real-time indication

of the distribution of Raman gain with
In pursuing these goals, the de- fiber location and does not need the

partment is expecting substantial coop- processing required, for example, with a
eration with the Civil Enqineering and back-scatter technique.
Physics Departments of King's College. In their experiments, the research-
Close cooperation with the Central ers obtained a power gain of 2.9 dB for
Electricity Research Laboratories (CERL) a pump pulse of 48 mJ. (They note that
is envisaged, due to pump absorption and forward Raman

One of the first pieces of research scattering the gain falls with distance
along the new lines of interest (M.C. from the pump input end.) The optical
Farries and A.J. Rogers, currently at pump was a 9.5-ns pulse from a dye laser
CE}L) is concerned with the development (pumped by a Nd:Yag laser) tuned to
of a distributed optical-fiber stress 617 nm. The probe beam came from a 5-mW,
sensor with a measurement path length of CW-operated HeNe laser at 632.8 nm. They

* .5 mr and a spatial resolution of I m. In used a low birefringence, "spun-preform" .

principle, theso figures can be extended monomode fiber with both a primary and a
to a path of several hundred meters and secondary coating. Stress was applied by
to a resolution of less than 0.1 m, the a manual vice.
only limitation being given by the pump-
aSOr pulse width and the response of Conclusion

the detection electronics. This uninue This article focused on the two
*:ersor uses stirulated Raman interaction areas of research which put the depart-
hptwprn counter-propaqating pump and ment in the forefront of international
Stokes waves. A narrow pump pulse is efforts in two areas that are followed
launched into a monomode optical fiber, keenly in centers of US Navy research.
A counter-propagating continuous wave Possibilities of cooperation are strong
(probe) at the Stokes wavelength then and desirable.
experiences gain which depends on the
relative polarization states of the two
counter-propagations. The power level of
the probe light emerging from the fiber
is monitored as a function of time. Via 2/k 4
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-thuca ,d wavequid

Ma ,ut tie Coll]ector
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Figure 1. Operational scheme of a gyrotron.

scale were so much ahead of theoretical other is due to the magnetic component
understanding that confidence in the of the radio-frequency field (also a
practical development waned considera- relativistic effect). He also shows that
bly, since by theory "the thing just when a gyrotron is operating near the
couldn't really work." Consequently, cutoff frequency of a TE mode, then ef-
when the financial crunch hit the Pects due to the relativistic variation
universities, work was dropped--except of the electron mass predominate, and
in the USSR where, either because of the amplification process is at its
inertia or foresight, intensive studies maximum.
were continued. These eventually led to Even though, as noted above, the
a partial understanding of the mecha- importance of relativistic effects has
nism. In fact, it turned out that subtle been known for some time, Lindsay's com-
relativistic effects play a major role. plex picture is quite revolutionary and
If these are properly taken into ac- needs definitive experimental confirma-
count, efficient performance can be tion. As one important test, he suggests
predicted with confidence. As a result the study of gyrotron amplification as a
of these achievements, Western work function of the transit angle.
started again to flourish. In particu-
lar, Lindsay and his coworkers first Optical Fibers and Sensors
developed a theory of gyrotron amplifi- These topics were for quite a while
ers based on strictly microwave con- high-priority areas in Lindsay's group,
cepts, whereas earlier theories were and originated from extending research
largely based on the concept of plasma in modern optics. A particular line of
instabilities. As far as gyrotron oscil- research, followed by Lindsay in con-
lators are concerned, special emphasis junction with Dr. A.J. Rogers and Mr. M.
was placed in these studies on the gene- Farries, concerned the development of
ration of spurious modes of oscilla- distributed sensing techniques. This
tions. rapidly growing area of research, with

Lindsay's gyrotron research is sup- many practical applications, allows the
ported by the UK's Science and Engineer- determination of the spatial variation
ing Research Council as well as by of a given entity along the length of an
industrial companies and is conducted in optical fiber. For example, the measure-
close cooperation with the national Cul- ment of electric and magnetic fields,
ham Laboratory. In his most recent work, stress, strain, and temperature in large
he and his associates, Drs. R.M. Jones structures (ships, bridges, power lines)
and R.J. Lumsden, achieved a clear and or in hostile environments calls for
compact model of the gyrotron interac- these approaches. One interesting, typi-
tion mechanism, based on the concept of cal basic-research result in this area
filamentary and tubular "beamlets" and was published by the group last year; it
their interaction with a waveguide or was demonstrated that the electro-optic
cavity electromagnetic field. Contrary Kerr effect is potentially useful in
to currently accepted views, Lindsay optical measurement sensors. Low volt-
shows that five different energy-trans- ages can be used and electrostriction
fer mechanisms are operative, three of effects can be avoided.
them acting in the transverse and two in Recently the department received a
the axial direction. In particular, one substantial development grant from the
mechanism is due to the relativistic government's Joint Opto-Electronics Re-
variation of the electron mass, and the search Scheme (JOERS). The program to be
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At '5.5 degrees from the crystal axis. this day, supports the chair assigned to
The diode is mounted onto a copper heat the head of the Electronic and Electri-
sink. Because of the Brewster angling, cal Engineering Department. The incum-
the laser diode was put into a condition bent is Professor C.W. Turner, a noted
f frustrated feedback and was trans- scientist and educator, who, among other

formed into a gain medium only, so that degrees, holds a PhD from Stanford.
7,o evidence of lasing was observed, even The department is a somewhat small
under the extreme condition of injec- but well-integrated unit, with strong
tion-currents 2.5 times the threshold interdisciplinary links to other engi-
current for zero-degree laser diodes. neering and science departments. There

The diode device was put into a is a staff of about 20 people, and the
resonator configuration so that one of undergraduate student body numbers over
its facets was at the center of a 5-cm 250. In addition, there are well over 60
radius of curvature semispherical mir- graduate and research students. J
ror. This led to obtaining maximum feed- For convenience, the research done
back. A 20-magnification microscope ob- at the department is divided into three
jective collimated the laser diode emis- main categories: (1) devices and model-4
sion from the other facet. A broadband ing, (2) sensing systems/devices, and
dielectric mirror was used as the output (3) microprocessors and microelectron-
coupler (in later arrangements, x40 mag- ics.
nification microscope objectives were The senior professor, and holder of
optically coupled to both facets of the a personal chair in physical electron-
diode) . A Fabry-Perot was inserted in ics, is Dr. P.A. Lindsay, known to many
the cavity to limit the laser spectral US scientists both from international
width (in another arrangement, the mir- conferences and from his past extended
ror and the F-P etalon were replaced by work in the US. I recently discussed
J diffraction grating). with him two unrelated major thrusts of

In a series of already completed research under his direction; these fall
,xpe iments, peak power of over 0.5 W in the first two research categories
has been observed with no evidence of listed above. The work concerns theoret-
any temporal or spectral substructure. ical gyrotron research and the use of
Puls, durations in the neighborhood of optical fibers as sensors. Both are cur-
9.5 ps were observed, and tunability rently hotly pursued topics worldwide.
,<ver more than 15 nm was confirmed.

The group expects further, probably Gyrotron Studies
spectacular progress in performance of Gyrotrons, also called cyclotron
this unique mode-locked laser system. resonance masers, are novel and very

promising members of the family of ad-
vanced microwave generators. Their oper-
ation is based on the cyclotron reso-
nance coupling between microwave fields
and an electron beam in vacuum. The
operational scheme of a gyrotron is
sketched in Figure 1. Note that this is

NEW DIRECTIONS AT AN OLD DEPARTMENT: a cross section, so that the entire
GYROTRON AND FIBER SENSOR RESEARCH AT electron beam is really a hollow beam
KING'S COLLEGE with all electrons having helical

motion.
Gyrotrons currently can produce

electromagnetic radiation in the range
of 20 to 1000 GHz, with peak power out-

The Electronic and Electrical Engi- puts from 1 MW to over 100 MW, and thus
71( erinq Department at King's College, are greatly superior to conventional
tondon is rapidly moving into the fore- microwave tubes in regard to power out-
fr-nt -,' research in gyrotron theory and put at very short wavelengths. Gyrotrons
f:hk.r insors. This increased activity have a great potential for applications
,,i - i>- n encouraqid by renewed support in millimeter-wave .radar and communica-

by the, K qrvernment. tion systems, energy-beam weapons, and
[ in<, 'nd enqineering have from a microwave heating of magnetically con-

',: earli stage occupied a prominent fined plasmas.
,. in the college: indeed its aca- Gyrotron research has a curious
-,n,", neering school is probably the history. Work started about 20 years
i:g linand, dating back to 1838. ago, with King's College's electrical

ike CharLes Wheatstone, James engineering department in the forefront,
' "kMxwe,, and Sir Wj iliam Siemens together with US and Soviet research. At

, .,'yjt, with this school, and one point, pteliminary experimental work
e fr made, an e-ndowment which, to and actual wave generation on a small
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f iment- 'h' r searchor'; used methane frc (,ir aed th. it. t -ar r +,

r ht i- liann med io . Because of the stab e ard '.tersa .t 31k I :-1.,1 ld-,- tu.i-
.r" sh-,rI p honon ilIetime the a'nhaInced ri ansea nd ni sou . at lonqc-r

* ;: . tow eiaL ,.F t he first, second, and wav'elen;ths, whi ouId ji, ,At(. s tabl':
t d Stakes (,r :ers to b, observed . pulsed ire , at r np! ,.ln[peratuir(.

t , qf 4, 1 rnit, respect I'' y) . Mode-L,.'K,1 SemI co riu, t r Lasers.
7 the urn- and sec : i-ord,.r oalns, a Anther, dr, na-e trediti ral , althouqh

r f 'i i i ijctor or W. S found, cur- less tu nak lIe, source frr t'xp-rinnrtation
!--; 1.; to - '0-fs duratIu n. It was (a dl ultimate , mmn, i rcla u e,) in optical

. aL11 ished Ithat these were traits- commun i -at ion i- the class of semicon-
f rrn 1 ir t d durat ioIs. Even if no d1uct ot diode 1 ase rs. These provide a

Irt. her puLse, shortening is assumed in variety of means for compositional
the third-order Stoke s output, the peak tuning, and f'r a selected composition

5 owers at I. 34 m still exceed % MW. limited temperature tuning can be
Wth these pioneering advances it became employed. htowever, these lasers do not
pr,, sible for the researchers at Imperial possess sulficient phase coherence for
CoIlleo to carry out time domain studies use in very-high-performance, coherent,
-n a femtosecond scale in the near optical communication systems, and when
nrfrared: research possibly crucial for operated with RF injection currents,

optical telecommunication, they do not produce sufficiently short
Color-Center Lasers. Once ultra- pulses for use at ultra-high bit rates.

short pulse ruduction techniques were To achieve sufficiently high bit rates,
mastered, it became of paramount inter- picosecond optical pulses must be pro-
est to search for appropriate lasers duced in a mode-locked configuration.
bt h to feed experimental devices This suggested to the researchers the
(.xpi,,rmno fiber transmission of band- use of a semiconductor laser coupled tor width limited pulses (digital data an external oscillator. However, reflec-
SrnaFmission) and, ultimately, to be tion from the diode facets (even if they
l (:ht sources for optical communication, are antireflection coated) causes diode

Col )r-center lasers are attracting mode structure and so introduces addi-
incroasir;g interest as very efficient tional temporal structure on the mode-
Sources of easi ly tunable, optically locked pulses.

* purped sources of coherent radiation in Not long ago Drs. Si bbett, J.1.
t''.'ijb]le and in the near infrared. Vukusic, J. Chen (now back at Sichuan

t, wever, maintaininq of the orientation University, People's Republic of China)
-f the cr-l,]r centers requires cooling of and coworkers came tip with the -ioneer-

th- active medium to cyrogenic tempera- ing idea to use oxide insulated GaAlAs
fut,'s. This ma be an annoying restric- stripe geometry diodes, where the stripe
ti(_n for the operation of CW laser sys- was tilted at an angle from the crystal
tems, hut it also was demonstrated a few axis which is nearly equal to the Brew-

,,-ars ago that pulsed laser action could ster angle for GaAs. In this way, they
hr irhieved at room temprature. Si U- achieved a unique solution for near-per-
bert's photonics group recently achieved fect mode locking. Their 500-um-lonq
tutable ro<st-temperature, laser ope-ration diodes have a IS-um-wide stripe t ii tad
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a So t'o uce t he Bri I Iou in Ca in--even Mode-locked P j CW Dy e L.isi r s
th'luuh theY produce significintly short- Several years ago, passive motf. ] cking
E:r duri ons. In sur-mary, it s;.ems that of continuous wave (CW) dye lase rs -i s
the us, (i a B-caviv: .:ou d provide a established as a reliabl means f r gei:-
us :u techn tiuto for producinq short - erating ultrashort light pulses. Sib-
sur'-un puise; o)f high irt-nsity from bett's group used a partiC'ular versioon
laser sstems whory more conventional of previously suggested ariangments t(
m-thods ir. l not convunient, allowing make careful studies of both pulse width
high beam guilt, at the sAme time. and interpulse jitter. They built a rc..

Current plans include the synchron- CW dye laser, where a solution of lhoda-
iz'Ition of thei i(>nath of the pump cavity mine 6G was pumped by the 514.5-nm line
to that of the P-cavity. Furthermore, from an argon ion laser with 3- to 6-W
-,XE)erImtnts are under way to optimize output. The saturable absorber was a
the degree of phase-conjugate fidelity solution of DODCI in a free-flowing jet

h (which, incidentally, is less in SBS- stream of about 100-urn thickness. The
baed methods than in four-wave mixing output beams were taken throuah a mirror

technigues) . A new approach using and frequency tuned by an intracavity
heterodiyning to measure the phase-con- dielectric tuning wedge. The average
lugate fraction of the reflected signal power in each beam was near 10 mW. The
will be published soon. cavity transit time was approximately,

Miscellaneous Plans. The nonlinear 12 ns, corresponding to a pulse repeti-

cts rL-starchers also have a few tion freuuency of 83 MHz. For the meas-
other p1a .s which I can mention but urement of pulse width, one of the beams
briefly. One is to develop distributed- was directed to an autocorrelator with a

feedac-k dye lastr systems which, they second harmonic generation crystal, and
think, will produce (because of the the other beam was subdivided to provide
smallness oz the volume) nanosecond- a trigger signal to the radio-freauency

s<-picosecond compression in a simple (RF) circuitry; the remainder illumina-
device, allowing also for great tunabil- ted the input slit of a synchroscan
i n. In addition, frequency doubling and camera used to determine the long-term
reinjection into an e cimer may then jitter. It was found that single pulse
lead to very strong and very short VUV operation could be maintained for pump
pulses, powers only 50 to 70 percent above

Another, more technical, research threshold and that pulse durations de-
ir aims at increasing from the usual creased rapidly with increasing pump

I per'e'nt to 3 percent the efficiency of pwei (and then stabilized). Pulses not
x-ray pretonized cxcimer lasers, by Lonuier than 0.18 ps have been observed
m.sns of a backcou[ ling mechanism that (using pump power just over 45 W only).
leads to optimal operatinq conditions. In summary, the advanced streak results

demonstrated that both the laser-pulse
't trashort Pulses duration and the jitter (accumulated

Dr. W. Sibhtt, who showed me during the approximately 1-second-lonq
around the labs , e these efforts are recording period) are substantially less
conc ntrated, explained that their work than 1 ps. The low value of the jitter
.-onc)rs, forem(ost, generation of ultra- (accumulated during 108 cavity periods!)
short laser pulses (i.e., construction is attributed to the mechanism of the

iqhly specialized laser systems); colliding pulse mode locking because the

-e,-nd, measurement techniques, devices, propagating pulses experience minimal. a,'tual measurements adapted to such loss in the saturable absorber when the
tim, scales; and third, exploration and difference in arrival time is zero. The
.ippF ication if phenomena on this time authors add that this may be complemen-

i >ci. The.ir research is supported in ted by a transient-absorption grating
ort I,- britIsh Telecom and by Phillips, which would tend to couple together the

L , the current emphasis of the work -ounter-propagating pulses and therefore
i.s on the ph sical basis of optical ,hance the precision of the synchroni-
, 'omFnucat ion. This involves study zation.
- lo i c ;olid sIate systems such as In their further push for shorter
lor-center lasers as well as semicon- and shorter pulses, the research group

I,-r re;earch in the area of diode experimented also with transient stimu-
I ' I,,,. (;ettinq ultrashort pulses in lated Raman scattering of femtosecond

i r:,,t ways, studying the propagation laser pulses. They based their work on
:, Fu:s ' in fibers, and developing the fact that stimulated Raman scatter-

I ' 'entation (such as streak cameras) ing of mode-locked CW dye laser pulses
Ir ia l t opi(; fhit have both basic and provides a convenient mechanism for the
ipl i,.d r,,:earch ispects. Some of the production of frequency-tunable femto-

I t ,'om[A ishmnt s are described second pulses in the entire region from
I, w. ultraviolet to near infrared. Their
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E',N jJ-= (9 19_8

A - War S ilAt i S not A the pulse--if one uses suitable int.r-
n-c h,, l.bla -: Vc- zh, - ,n . in t e at Iorn genm *try, and i f on:e -arefu 1 ,
, kwar I di rU,:t ion.i t l.r, the ,Ndusts the transient and ronl inear

0: 1rtur .: icl i c, T is almo' t L characteristics of the proces:. With
'cc::. snocc the k's fr...vi'y is these points in mind, !he authors built

-. Zr i:'ately k.ya I t'' to, I ol re- a c'avity forme'd b'y a pair ": hi louin
S0'21', ind lle (',r' . 1 ', Sakes pu 1 no mirrors, taking advantage of both t he

Y c' w ' er mpl'ifie in. a laser or- .hasp-con :uqat ing a:. ralse-rori ressing
!i irr. Also, sirc. th' Bri iouin pro- mechanir ps of the SHS pr cPss. Tr this

-SK is infiti,t n spountan. ( a-i in the ma:;ner, a lhan-con r'IJI I iesolator was
r',;m, h e i: nn nee-d C an ir]ected productd which omits train of intense
tke <,lse. The sysiem is rI-markblv pul :ses of subhanows.cocd .: ation.

.'iMple: it only :eed. it tbe fi l led with The setup is sketched in Figure 3.
n ippropriate, liquid in which the l.tiq( The output pulse of a Q-switched ruby

0 1 w11,' is driven. cv.- other la-i w K amplif ied to aLeut 1iG-mJ
xcit ir:; characterist ic Qf SPS :1h that [ulse ererqy. The raciation was focused

' -.. 1,1 apprpriate conrditions the Stokos vito a 197-cm-bnq chamber containing
%,:V is a phase conjugote of the input methane a wt atm prc ssure, and a second
w,-. - . Wineriu. work in this Area wan focus was f-ormed by o vcC( nd lens inside
inc first by So: jet authors.) Apart the chamber. The two foca regions act
from cthci uses of phase conjucation, ds Br illouin m:rc-(,is, sc that a cavity
tin ullows for compensation of optical (the "B-ca'ity") wan lduc-d which was
inionogeneities in . aser amplifiers. One capable of c l- 1 1at in.. The purpose of
price to pay for all these fine features the ruby nsw':lator in the er.ntire laser
rf SPS applications is that there is a system, which cri. iyts of tht P-cavity
threshold below which no scattering couple tc the 'r vi Av'r,, is simply to
cccurs. in ect the irp"t n, rrow-l.nur-width pulse

At'.r earlier experiments with dif- so as to reach th, thre-shold for FPS and
* ferent arrangements that demonstrated to initiate the oscil?"tions. It does

the n.fficiency and versatility of the not play a role n the subsequent dvnar-
Brillouin mirror for pulse conpression, irs since its gain is depleted when the
Damzen and Hutchinson recently concen- reflected Brillouir. pulses return. (But
trated their efforts on achieving pulse its output mirror serves as a resonator
compression in a phase-conjugating Bril- mirror for the ruby_. amplifier.)
louin cavity. Phase conjugate signals The output of the system was moni-
are usually produced by degenerate four tored by a photodiode that obtained
wave mixing (see also A'7, 39-3:101-104 illumination fic" a beam splitter placed
119851), but the Imperial College scien- between the rioy amplifier and the
tists assert that the use of SBS pro- entrance lens. Broad pulse structures
vides a more efficient and convenient up to 50-ns duration were seen when
phase-conjugating mirror. 40-ns-long input pulses were used. The

High reflectivities can be achieved shortest pulses seen in the train were
without the need for the strong pumping 300-ps long. The researchers say that if
beams (or other exciting mechanisms) of narrow-bandwidth pressurized XeCl or KrF
the four-wave mixing process. The tricky lasers are used, pulses as short as
requirement of critical alignment and 100 ps could be produced by pulse com-
qood-quality pump beams is thereby elim- pression. Even shorter pulses are expec-
irated. Furthermore, in addition to con- ted with transparent Brillouin active
trolling the transverse features of the liquids for which the acoustic frequency

* pulse by phase conjugation, the Brillou- is relatively large. In this case,
in mirror can tailor the time profile of transient interactions may occur which

SBS chamber

Ruby Puby -

I sr Impif ier

" Pump cavity - 8--- B - ca vity

Fiqure 3. Phase-conjugate resonator.
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Mon 1 tur Xenon <col 1 <4 _
155 n

K rri

fier

249.6 nm;

i4, ,

Dye
laser 499 nm

doubli.
__ Amplifier Ampl ifier"

Amplifier Ampl i :tc-r

Figure 2. Experimental setup.

beam was then focused into the center of to some spectral broadening. Current
an 8-cm-ionq xenon cell mounted on the experiments are therefore being conduct-
front of a commercial VUV monochromator. ed to investigate these effects by means
This is the place where the process of a detailed study of the ionization
,vuv = 2 wuv - wvjs took place. The UV process (rates) in the ionization cham-
pulse at 249.6 nm had 30-kW power; the ber. Other experiments are under way to
visible 630-nm pulse had 25 kW. The develop an automatic computer control of
resulting 155-nm VUV radiation had up to the entire system. Finally, tuning be-
100-W peak power and was produced in tween modes will be also investigated.
ahout 5-ns pulses. The tuning of the VUV Brillouin Scattering and Applica-
radiation was achieved, of course, by tions. Since the early 1980s, there has
funinq the 630-nm dye laser. The VUV been considerable interest in the pro-
radiation was detected by a photomulti- duction of pulse compression by back-
'plier, and the signals were processed by ward-wave amplification. There are two
a standard transient digitizer and popular routes: via stimulated Raman
minicomputer. scattering or, more recently, by means

In summary, the experiments so far of stimulated Brillouin scattering
have demonstrated that two-photon reso- (SBS) . The Imperial College group,
nantly enhancer] four-wavf- frequency mix- especially Drs. M.H.R. Hutchinson and
ing in xenon offers a good method of M.J. Damzen, strongly advocate the lat-
producing continuously tunable, very- ter. They have demonstrated not only
narrow-bandwidth (near I GHz) VUV radia- that it can be done easily, but also
tirin of relatively high power and a wide that it has many advantages, such as
spectral range, with an efficiency near permitting considerably higher efficien-
to 0..") percent . On the other hand, sat- cies at higher compression ratios.
uratl'on efferts we-re observed, leading This is so because the production of
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as the a 11 ddr, alid anticipates ap(erture radar data set trot: SEASAT was
p ,rticipat - th, pilar platform corn- undertaken jointly 1;L.' the ESA aid the
porentrt, : ,. US space station. European Economic C -. runI f :r their

SAR580 campaign.
Actiev.ment A:.arth Observations For the remainin g 3 [I I ent of the

Sul:tatint :~l ichiuvements have been Earth's surface, which i sliand-covered,
irade In aLsc rvioq tht- 1.arczth from space. effective management of resources is the
'oup. led w:ith 'erv. ranid developments in isi:ian chat ene (.f the future. Spectra1

cemruter technology, such satellite ob- reflectance measurtsierits i.t hti -i sible
sr,'ations have had a major impact on -.:;r near-jrrred port in ot the e.cc-
the restlarch and operational field of tromaoneti," spectrum :srd radiomeitric
me_.teoro cy- The international Gl oba measutierlr, a in the. th(rma1 infrared and
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) was 1ricrcwav,- rt ion of th'. spectrum have
established jointly by the World Meteor- be:. a.de , the- nd surfaces. A metric
rlogical Organization and International ca', ra:.: erim,:.r provided 1.y ta st Ger-
Counel of Scientific Unions. Ifr main m.: , i :." • nSpaceatr demonstra-
ohaective was an understanding of the ti.* : , t' tr, )train high-resolu-
basic phvsical and dynamical processes i r '..... • t rom space. The

the cobal atmosphere, and its ulti- I . - .:t- Imaging Radar to
:nodte goal was to improve medium- and ; :' a Il a v'r has provided
te:-ended-range weather forecasting. CARP weather- ao: ,n>: daytime and night-
o lminatod with the Global Weather Lx- time .Lr.:" at on, Jone by SEASAT.

priment i n 19-9. Five geostationary . > rt( spectral signature
spacecraft of the US, Japan, ESA, and cr ,L hsck- catored enerrgy can provide
the USSR alonO with two polar orbitina useful data en the chemical composition
rate. lites of the US and USSR, as well and microscopic structure of the land
as drifting buoys and balloons and air- sur-ace and tts vegetative cover. How-
craft, provided continuous observations. ever, such spectral signatures can be
The European Center for Medium Range affected by both atmospheric conditions
We:ather Forecasting (located in Reading, as well as the illumination angle, so
UK) was responsible for analyzing the further research in the interpretive
data of the year-long experiment. ESA's area is critical. It is expected that
rntribution was METEOSAT, and it is application of such land observations

thot spacecraft which now provides rou- will benefit both renewable and nonre-
tine images that are u--d by most Euro- newable resources, the environment, and
Dean weather serviceE for short-range finally hydrographic and land-use plan-
Corecasting. The US spacecraft, Nim- ning.

t)us--, included a number of instruments Solid-Earth physics has benefited
to provide global measurements of the primarily through the careful applica-
structure and composition of the middle tion of geodetic techniques directed

ftmospher, for the first time. Two of toward studies of plate motion, Earth4 these, the selective chopper radiometer rotation, the Earth's gravity field and
and the passive modulation radiometer, its geoid, the Earth's magnetic field
were provided by European laboratories, and its secular change, and finally the

Since more than 70 percent of the dissemination of accurate time. These
E-atch's ocean is covered by water or separate areas are, in fact, very close-
ice, an understanding of the ocean-ice ly intertwined since use is made of
listribution and interfaces with the satellite trajectories. Thus, future
,tm!rkhere ?re essential for climatic research in these areas will depend on
ttldius as well as exploitation of re- parallel advances in each area.

sources in and beneath the oceans. In The last area in which significant
Ofrtrist to the transparencies of the accomplishments have been made relate to

aftmrrs;here, the interior of the oceans climate and environment. The question
Sv rnpeinr,,trale by remote sensing. De- of man's impact on his environment is no
Jif,d mvosrements o. the sea-surface/ longer unanswerable. It is demonstrably

-. tsphre interface are critical to clear that there is now a critical need
r v , ndrrmation on subsurface struc- to properly assess the adverse impact1rA dvr°smics. Although ESA has not which economic development and industri-

0 . v. d directIy in the spacecraft alization have had and will have on the
.'i ;riASAT, which provides critical environment. In addition, spacecraft ob-
a]: r 'hi se studies, it has partici- servations have provided useful data to

h. 'i, _x ploitat ion of these data understand natural ly occurring events--
w-x t e, ' dev, rlopment of analysis and for example the extreme El Niilo event of
a : rrfrr' us methods. Several users 1982-83, which was responsible for anom-
irr'u .a 1 ' 1 ren ftrmed within Europe to alous weather patterns throughout the
Ir rr ish this. In particular, a world. A critical question has arisen

I .spt- to effort -t use the synthetic in connection with the increase in the
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-once n r7t ion of CO, i n the atmosphere In the .-econd cornerutor , areo, ESA
due to burning of fossil fuel and defor- has a near-term f'-ture mis.cii,. FPS 1, a

eation. There are predictions that Europea(n satellite for observirq the
mean glohal temperature may rise by oceans and ice under all .,, ather cod -

ismuch as 2 or 3 degrees during the t ions. It is schidu Ied for 11unch in
!tiext 50 years, which is a warming corn- 1989. Tn the future not or' ,r must these
prjttbl, in magnitude to the change from observations be continued, hut an im-

t, .5t ice aqe to our present climate, proved means must he developed for
uch predictions of both magnitude flight in a follow-up mission, FPS 2, to
Srt o C: change are not yet fully be launched in approximately 1992. The
1 and are difficult to determine exploitation of the ocean and ice obser-

i:u-: f the naturally occurring vari- vations could become a responsibility of
: of the Farth's climate. The only the same organization, EUMETSAT.

: these important questions is The third cornerstone area--optical
1:,,1ui and continuous monitoring of all and all-weather land observation--began

':7 variables such as mean sea with the successful shuttle-SPACELAB
height of ice caps, atmospheric flight of the Modular Optoelectronic

j ic I, and so on. Multispectral Scanner of West Germany
and will continue into the operational

7nrrSPOT program of France, to he launched
uring the last 20 years, European in 1985. A future high-priority mission

:7 has developed its space capa- representing this area is that of a
s considerably. With respect to Synthetic Aperture Radar, which should

0.h observations, it has developed a be launched in 1994--1995 at the latest.
'LTE>DSAT satellite with a sophisticated The last area of interest for re-
,tical payload, the SIRIO and MARECS mote observations is that of the solid
municaticns satellites, with a pre- Earth. Here ESA plans the development

6 so-time-dissemination payload LASSO, of a precise point-positioning geodetic
1;d the STARLETTE geodetic satellite, satellite for Earth dynamics research
France is developing the SPOT satellite (POPSAT) . While some of this payload
with ar advanced optical payload, and could be accommodated by EURECA, an
LSA is developing the ERS 1 satellite early flight opportunity on a shared
W wth its advanced microwave payload. In launch with ERS 2 in 1996 is considered

A" addition, individual instruments or sub- ideal.
systems have been developed for flight The above key measures will be
on a number of US missions, augmented by Flights of Opportunity on

Sinc, the Earth sciences require US platforms such as those of the Na-
continuity of observation and permanent tional Oceanographic and Atmospheric
monitoring of the entire globe, polar Administration or the National Aeronau-
orbiting or geostationary spacecraft are tics and Space Administration. Since
essential. Moreover, a multisensor and the investment of tue ESA member states
1-3 multidisciplinary approach are both in the ERS 1 mission will peak in
necessary. All the proposed missions in 1986-87, the new missions can only be
f-he future programs also require ground considered for launch in the decade of
tLuth or i.-<tn measurements by rockets the 1990s. However, there is a critical
to calibrate or complement these remote need for the scientific-technical com-
sensing observations from space. There munity to be properly prepared in
is a pressing need for both substantial advance. The launch program is based on
international cooperation as well as use of the expendable launch vehicle,
strong national programs within mem- ARIANE. It is expected that the program
her states to complement the ESA pro- can be oriented later toward use of the
gram, polar platform element of the forthcom-

In the first of the proposed pro- ing space-station program. However, sev-
gram'. cornerstone areas, atmospheres, eral critical questions need to be sat-
iF. has recently decided to invest in isfactorily resolved before it can be
three, additional operational METEOSAT shown that this is cost effective. Among
satellites to be launched in 1987, 1988, these are automatic versus manned
And 1990. This is expected to extend servicing, frequency of servicing, and
the European METEOSAT's service to the rendezvouz concepts.
various meteorological offices and re- The proposed ESA program is felt to

ar-h institutions until 1995. Opera- be both balanced and integrated and to
t orn of these, satellites in Europe will address the many different requirements
1e a responsibility of the EUMETSAT in the various Earth-observation fields
,'rpnialion. The principal task for of remote sensing. This helps to pro-
*LESA will be. the development of a second vide a good balance between science and
S;fn,_eration METEOSAT utilizing more ad- applications. The proposed program re-
"-':rced instrumentation. quires a budgetary level of 220 million
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,Iccuntico units (MAU) by the end of the panel. In my case the excitation was by
decaae (one AU = $0.81). For compari- a normally incident plane wave, and
S01, the mandatory science program this response therefore dominated by the
budget will reach only 160 MAU by the very lowest modes of the panel. How-
S-ama time. ever, had a point excitation been used,

The advisory committee for the it is quite likely that a higher mode,
Earth-observation program was chaired by one for which the log ka behavior was
J.P. Houghton of the UK. The individual important, might have been the principal
working groups and their chairmen were: nonresonant response.
T.and Applications (J. Bodechtel) , Ocean Leppington has also completed a
Color (R. Frasetto) , Solid Earth very recent paper in which he evaluates
(P. Pacquet) , and Atmosphere (L. Bengts- asymptotic results for large wave number
son). Copios of the report Lookinq for a panel that is clamped at the edges

2 : t' .. ,rc d (ESA SP-1073, (Leppington, 1984). The lead term yields
January 1985) can be obtained from ESA, an increase of 3-dB radiation efficiency
b-10 rue Mario Nikis, 75738 Paris CEDEX over that for simple supports. This is
15, France. well known, but additional terms have

been determined by Leppington.
Leppington and Levine are jointly

participating in research in two addi-
tional areas:

1. They are calculating the radia-
tion from vibrating bodies in a mean

News and Notes flow. This is a different approach from
that used by Dowling and Ffowcs Williams

(1983). They feel that the work of Dowl-

ACOUSTIC RADIATION IMPEDANCE STUDIES AT ing and Ffowcs Williams is somewhat com-

IMPERIA!, COLLEGE plicated and are endeavoring to evolve
simpler formulations stemming from some

Professot Frank Leppington and work of K. Taylor (1978) . Basically,
Visitina Professor Harold Levine (Phys- this work involves the use of pointwise
ics Department, Imperial College, Lon- Lorenz transforms. It is valid present-
don) have recent results on acoustic ly only for steady mean flows.
radiation efficiency and added mass for 2. They are also commencing work
asymptotically large values of nondimen- on the basic theory of porous or fibrous
sional wave number. I recently dis- mui terials used for sound absorption.
-ussed with them theoretical work on the They are particularly interested in the
calculation of acoustic radiation effi- case where the material is near a vibra-
ciency and added mass of modes of a ting plate or panel and where the mate-
vibrating panel installed in an infinite rial itself undergoes vibration.
bat fle.

Levine has published asymptotic References
tormulas for radiation efficiency of Dowling, A., and J.E. Ffowcs Williams,
simply supported panel modes at high Sound and Sources of Sound (Chiches-
reduced wave numbers (Levine, 1984). It ter, UK: Ellis Horwood; New York:
is significant that he worked in the John Wiley & Sons, 1983).
spatial domain rather than in the wave- Leehey, Patrick, "The Mass Law for a
number domain. This simplified some Finite Panel," Journa7 of rhw A ;uo-
quadratures. Leppington has also tical Society of Ame §oc, Vol 71,
established similar results in unpub- [S1I S13[A], 1982.
lished work. It is of particular inter- Leppington, F.G., F.R.S.P. Broadbent,
e-st that for large mode numbers, he has and K.H. Heron, "Acoustic Radiation
found the radiation efficiencies at high From Rectangular Panels With Con-
values of ka greatly exceed unity. Here strained Edges," Froerdings of th"
k is the acoustic wave number and a is ,oyal Society, ,ondon, A343 (19841
the. rffective diameter of the panel. The 67-84.
terms are of order log ka. Leppington's Levine, Harold, "On the Short Wave
results were in apparent contradiction Acoustic Radiation From Planar Panels
to my theoretical and experimental re- or Beams of Rectangular Shape," 7':,-
sults regarding the mass law for a na of the Aoustical " ,,, :,, t1 of
finite panel (Leehey, 1982) . After con- Amer cta, Vol 76, No. 2 (August
siderable discussion we determined, how- 1984).
ever, that the matter related specifi- Taylor, K., "A Transformation of the
cally to the evaluation of the radiation Acoustic Equations With Implications
efficiencies of the nonresonant modes for Wind-tbnnel and Low-speed Flight
participating in the response of the Tests," Proceroli1nrg of ;: . I,
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:1 ':, A363 (1978), 271- emphasis on the French-speaking world.
281. Contributions include: a review of the

origins and early days of scientific
psychology in education theory; the psy-
chologist's influence on teachers and

, ,the teaching process; measuring class-
room climate; effects on performance of
teacher evaluative comments in guided

UK SETS UP SPACE CENTER, GIVES Tn7M TO discovery ]earning; attitudes toward
FUPOPEAN PROJECTS mathematics; interactive regulatory pro-

The UK is planning to set up a cesses in small groups working on matht.-
British National Space Center to improve matics games without teachers; interac-

the development of space technology and tion in learning groups and the develop-
to coordinate space policy more effec- ment of measuring skills; assessment oftively. This move comes at the same listening skills; hypothesis formationandy Thisio moven come proes toe read-
time as 3 government decision to spend and revision during the process of read-
fn7 million ($8.1 million) over the next ing comprehension; the social-psycholog-
2 years on feasibility studies for Euro- ica1 impact of school selection and

failure; the causes of success andpean space projects in the COLUMBUS rpafailure in primary schools. Five contri-
The center will help manage any butions come from French-speaking Bel-

contribution the UK makes to COLUMBUS, glum, three from French Switzerland, and
the space platform that is to be part of one each from France, French Canada, and

the US manned space station. According England.

to 7C 2-.c (London, 30 January 1985)
space experts in the UK are eager to use

* this unmanned platform for experiments Rihard F. Snow
in microqravity and for Earth observa-
tion missions.

At the European Space Agency's
(ESA) Council of Ministers meeting in
January, the UK recommended that Europe
respond positively to the US invitation STRESS AND TASK DEMANDS
to participate in the space station pro-ject. Geoffrey Pattie, UK Minister of NATO will sponsor an Advanced Re-
State for Industry and Information Tech- search Workshop on adaptation to stress
noloqy, said, "Th British contribution and task demands, emphasizing new re-in Europe's COLUMBUS program will be search on the energetical aspects of
distintivein Euot C U prramwill be human information processing. The meet-
distinctive in that we are aiming to
lead on the design of space platforms. ing is scheduled for August 1985. For
This eleent of the phas been details, contact Dr. G.R.J. Hockey,0 This lerentof theprogram hsbe

chosen because of its commercial promise Department of Psychology, University of
and becduse it is particularly suited to Durham, South Road, Durham Dill 5YN, UK.

the, needs of British users."
Pattie said the UK's new space cen-

ter is needed because "the responsibil-
ity for space has been scattered around Richard F. .9ncw
government departments, academic insti-
tutions, aid industry. There is clearly
a need for a much sharper focus for
Britain's space effort."

For background on the ESA's long- COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN STUDENT LEARNING

term plans in space science and on theJanury ounil f Miistrs eetngAn international conference on cog-
J nuary Council of Ministers meeting, nitive processes in student learning

rS 39-4:169-173 (1985). will be held at the University of Lan-

caster in the UK from 19 through 21 July
• 7.':'i7~.~f~.'i 1985. The aim is to bring together basic

theory and research in cognitive psy-
chology with new research on knowledge
and skill acquisition in the academic

SPECIAL ISSUE ON SCHOOL PSvCHOLOGY disciplines of college level study. The
0 -conference is sponsored jointly by the

The trr',u OnI2 I: -b', r f ,p> 7 , Cognitive Psychology Section of the
.. -Jt!, has devoted its first number British Psychological Society and the

of 1985 (Vol 34, *1o. 1, January 1985) Society for Research into Hiqher Edura-
to school psychology, with particular tion. Proposals for papers, symposia,
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I!- I.% Ct d Wr t Dr*h.rait 7 i n;ph~ ,m a
P t:. V :, : ..xt : Ps.rh , - or c in s - ' that ,o ( th(-r in

s. "t', y Ux r d ', I h irth u, t his par i al For one
x:, thing, mi7pinidt i n hi 0- dlminated

the seer' Wc mat:' )OUIF s tw, rot only
in intformat ion and comiuni cation tioth-
nology, but also :n rather Lb. i

- 
areas

of physico-chemica I rsea r ch. On the
other hand, a U'ss joyous prol iferLt ion
in the number of very stronqy special-

F!.:..... )-POPAN ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON ized research journals on also
......... A '.:' N MAKINC AND MANUAL CONTROL r' rved. In any cas,, we ha'.', n,w C

T . F 'tl F p Conference o siungly focused journal t ,,t (once!- -

Pu:j bzsir~r Making an:d Manual Control trates on submicron structur' s. 0
wi hlsrMant; a3 ManhuCnt 19By the very nature of the proper-

n hld frc:- 3 hrcugh 5 June 1985 ties, basic theory, manufacturing pro-
W. ,- rin. it is organized this

-l k. "th,, Tnst ut- of Automotive cesses, and applications of such struc-
S .- u' otures, the journal is interdisciplinary
' -41, - inn of thp, Technical University, and covers areas of physics, chemistry,

P.1 ::1, ',st <-man'!. Thv meeting and materials science, electrical and opti-
how:-. 'acilit'sc rrat the Conference cal engineering, computer elements, sen- S

%so !r >co 1 in orth erlin. sors, circuits, devices--all based on
'11-" :Ake T qi: in North Berlin the peculiar world at submicron-dien-

-s., wi.-ll ipldu: man-machine inter sion systems. Thes are particularly
9. u-.a'isrv c r n important in semiconductors. To cite

n-m y i, ,:ausr control in deci- Just one example, suprlattices--that. n-m-i. i~ n..ir fau 1t managempnit, human
, i",rmacm', :.. modeling. There will be is, semiconductor crystalline materials

-l",.r~:industhrellroe where an artificial extra periodicity is
* f-' II rrhnis or: industrial process
, ,lrl; in -dare arE software human imposed--exhibit remarkable quantum pro-
I 'l a ard ofa mnuar perties that may revolutionize the tech-

rd:cturqa ,h . conitrfl, manipulators nology for the fifth generation parallel,n"d ,,phab , tton. Fo'(r informatiun and ~ p t n ah n sYt~q~tZ 1 .<; CO]t~,' [lltitt [fr computing machines. 1
r'Qstidtnt, a n However, the new journal will cover
Fhr.ze ' t . n'ik, Tochrische E'niversitat not on]v semiconductors but also materi-
*--rlinS" Y! F,* Strass des 17 Juni als which have metallic, insulating, and

' erma 
., ,-Fonductng properties. It will pub-

Cf Germany. lish articles on the electronic and
mchanical properties of synthetic

structures as well as on the transport
and dynamical properties of heterogene-

ous solids. Articles on microstructures
dealing with surface physics, crystal

BRITIS!H PSYCu:< 5, tJr: rY growth, interface phenomena, devices,
and all applications are encouraged.

Ph', Isvi ii sh Psychological Society The, subscription price is 175 or
as tak#,:' o,,,,r the continuing publica- $132, and sample copies can be requested

,lnn ot thi .rit's. The current volume from the Journal Marketing Department of
£. . . '; .: " , .4. Each chapter of Academic Press.

. * UP'l aims to describe for the
1, n-r .:It chological community the cur- , 0
''.A stat, V: research and theory in a '/7.

j a: t iculi nmain of inquiry. The vol- W /

:-..-, it', F rt icnlarly useful for keeping
-- iff. with Uitish psychology.

ONRL COSPONSORED CONFFRENCFES

ONR, London, can nominate two agi-
stration-fr, participants in he

conferences it support s. Readers w. -
are interested in attending a conference

A N;X .( (RNA:, 'Y frTMTCR0N SCIENCE should write to the SMent ific Director,
t)NRL, Box 39, FPO New York 09510.

, irmo. h'" m]urnal ent itled
,".?" ",.' ' - , " . '. has The Role of DNA in Brain Activity,

, j.ut iawhd by ham-ric Press Naples, Italy, 27-29 May 19.
(' : or '.o.I', Flor id, 28R7; Europe: Growth Factors in the Nervous

S. a 1 P t,,, "onrr NW! 'DX) . System, Oxford, UK, 3-5 June 1q85.
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First European Conference for Symposium, Bologna, Italy, 24-29 June
Research on Learning and Instruc- 1985.
tion, Leuven, Belgium, 10-13 June Inaugural Meeting of the European
1985. Society for Cognitive Psychology,

Seventh International Symposium on Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 9-12 Septem-
the Mathematical Theory of Networks and ber 1985.
Systems, Stockholm, Sweden, 10-14 June Technological Application of
1985. Bilayers, Vesicles, and Langmuir-Blod-

Influence of Electric and Electro- qett Films, Denerja, Spain, 25-29
magnetic Fields on Biological Structures November 1985.

EUROPEAN VISITORS TO THE US SPONSORED BY ONR, LONDON

Organizations Want Information?
Visitor Areas of Interest to be Visited Contact at ONRL

.r. P111114 Pyavs Thermal Physiology Hyperbaric Medicin, (r:P A. Manaluysay
:ment,2i Sciences L iv. Program C,.-nter

r Force Unst. cf Naval Mdical
', I icir, Center, bethesda

rou!, Haruts CU14 (S", (June 19H5)
Univ. of Texas

at Austin
(June 1985)

Profesc;or Kenneth Easterling Mvtallurgy/Ceramics ONRHQ Kenneth Challenger
vcrsty of Lulea (18 July 1985)

R - 7 1ul-a DTNSRDC
der. (19 July 1985)

Ar:.ld ohrer Military Pprsonnel NAVPERSRANDCEN James W. Daniel
s kruterinns, onl Psychology Univ. of Minn.
.electiec-ntrum ONRIIQ

le Psychdooisch (Aug.-Oct. 85)
'n r zo, k

P'azerrin rein Kast-.ctje
4de Lirrielaan

1 (" ,(' Brussels

SCIENCE NEWSBRIEFS FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH

The following issues of Sciene Nc'cbrief were published by the ONR, London,
Scientific Liaison Division during February and March. Scie1'c Newsbr.'ef provides

*O conc. s, accounts of scientific developments or science policy in Europe and the
Middle East. Please request copies, by number, from ONR, London.

S,,. Number Title

3-7 International Conference and Exhibition on Advances
in Command, Control, and Communication Systems, by
Paul Roman.

* 3-8 Physical Chemistry Meeting Set for Strasbourg, by
David Venezky.

1-9 Meeting on Fast Reactions in Solution To Be Held in
UK, by David Venezky.

3-10 AMPTE Space Mission Has Setbacks, Successes, by
Norman F. Ness.

3-1 ] Scottish Firm Set Up To Develop New Controlled-Re-
lease Systems Based on Hydrogels, by Thomas C.
Rozzell.

3-12 Ocean/Atmospheric Research Group Formed in UK, by
LCDR Rich Kelley.
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FEBRUARY MAS BULLETINS

The following NY'tcr, AnR7:'tie( c .:''c-,W .% ! '::, were published by
the ONR, London, Military Applications Division during February. The '.
is an account of naval developments in European research, development, test, and
evaluation. Its distribution is limited to offices with the US Department of
DP(fense. DoD organizations should request copies of the !uU e >2., by number, from
ONR, London.

MASB Number Title

12-t?5 Outboard Hydraulic Drive Combination Rudder-Pro-
peller

13-85 European Aerospace Update
14-85 Dornier Advanced Technoloqy for Next-Generation

Stand-Off Missile Systems
15-8 Northrop/Dornier Next Generation Fighter Aircraft

Technology
16-85 Self-Foaming Fire Agent
17-85 MM-Imaging Radiometry Developments at DFVLR in West

Germany
18-85 Edinburgh Instruments Ltd. Infrared Lasers and Laser

Accessories
'9-85 Experimental SAR Developments at DFVLR in West

Germany
20-85 Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute

(SMHI)
21-89 New Polar Research Organization in Sweden
22-85 Ocean Surface Current Rada (OSCR)
23-85 Meteorological Systems From a Swedish Company
24-85 Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV) Conference in

Bristol, UK, 9-11 September 1985

ONRL REPORTS

To request reports, check the boxes on the self-addressed mailer and return it
to ONR, London.

C-l-85 Third Furopcan .-ongre.,; on Fiotechnology, by Claire E. Zomzely-Neurath. The
Third European Congress on Biotechnology was held in Munich, West Germany,
from 10 through 14 September 1984. This report examines trends in biotech-
nology suggested by the congress as well as the congress papers on thermo-
philic microorganisms, biosurfactants, immobilized cells and enzymes,
applied genetics, food and feed bioprocesses, and fine chemicals and
pharmaceuticals--bioprocesses and down-stream processing.

C-2-85 .,'xth 'nternaticni, onference on Factunc, by Kenneth D. Challenger. The
Sixth International Conference on Fracture was held in New Delhi, India, in
December 1984. This report discusses work on the mechanisms of fracture,
mechanics, fracture of nonmetallic materials, composites, and dynamic
fracture. US and UK scientists and engineers are setting the pace for
development in the field of fracture, but there are major research programs
in Japan, Australia, France, West Germany, India, and China. The use of
fracture mechanics for safety analysis and residual life estimation is
widespread, but its use in design is still quite limited.
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